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NOMENCLATURE

Clist of the ntain symbolsl

angular accelerati on,

A
H

— cross sectional

tank.

area of a water duet in the

A V - cross sectional area of awing section of a

tank,

B — breadth moulded,

b T — di stance between surface center in a wing

section and chip ’s center linę (tank hal f -

breadth),

D — gain coefficient in the channel of the roli’s

angular velocity
D2 — gain coefficient in the channel of the roi 1 ’ s

G(x ,y ,z > — ship’s center o* gravity, a a a r
GM o 
h 1/3 
I T

— initial metacentric height (’froz^ ’ water),

— significant wave amplitudę,

— static moment of inertia of free surface in 

the tank.

I
XX 

k

- M. I. of ship’s mass re!ative to the roli axis,

— wave numher (k = 2rr/X) ,

the roli axis,

1
T

— length of the center linę of the tank,

M — gravitational asymmetry moment generated by

t an k,

M ■— roli exciting moment, due to the waves,

M — stabilizing moment.
STAB

m — mass of ship.

rn . — moment of i ner■tia of added mass reiative to

m
 ui e

n

N, — damping coefficient against rolling,
<P •

P — gain coefficient in the channel of the roll’s

angle,

P — vector representing the set of construction

parameters of a tank,

S — spectral density of wave amplitudę,
K

— spectral density of wave slope,

— spectral density of rolling motion,

— inertia coupling coefficient,

t c
t o
u(t)

— elese blocking valves time,

— open blocking valves time,

— control signal.



V — ship’s speed,

w0
- non — dimensional roli damping coe+ficient 

(guadratic part).

— non — dimensional stabilizing -fluid motion 

damping coe-f-f icient (quadratic part) ,

— wave slope angle amplitudę,

o.
E 

r?

— e-f-fective wave slope angle amplitudę,

— course angle.

- non — dimensional roli damping coe-f-f icient 

(linear part),

— non — dimensional stabilizing -fluid motion 

damping coe-f-ficient (linear part).

r — -free sur-face -factor (relative reduction GM ), o •
A — weight o-f displacement,

ót — time gate.

e — angular positicn o-f the -fluid in the tank.

VN — angle o-f a tank saturation (maximum angular 

position o-f the stabilizing -fluid in a tank).

P

— reduction roli -factor,

— mass density o-f sea water,

PT — mass density o-f stabilizing -fluid,

T — transporting delay o-f stabilizing -fluid,

£
M

— phase angle between tank moment M and rolling 

motion positive i-f M leads 0,A
0 — roli angle,

^A — roli amplitudę,

^Al/3 — signi-ficant roli amplitudę due to irregular 

rolling motion,

0Al/3
- signi-ficant athwartship’s acceleration due to 

irregular rolling motion.

CO — circular -freguency,

CO 
eo

— natural frequency o-f the motion o-f the

stabilizing -fluid,

co<£o
V-

— natural ship roli -freguency,

— volume o-f di spl acement.



Chapter 1

1. INTRODUCTION

New classes of sea-ęoing units characterizes the 

contemporary stage of devolopement of ship building. 

Therefcre prcblems connected with the functions and tasks 

set for the new ships arise.

Morę and morę often highly specialized modern sea-going 

units are being built, which are designed to minimize the 

loss of speed as well as to maximize safety. Passenger ships 

always had to be very -Fast, but the quick development of air 

transport has caused the passenger ship to increase its role 

as a recreation object. Morę and morę ships are being 

operated to explore and exploit the sea's natural resources. 

The seakeeping ąualities cf these ships play a primary role 

due to the need to increase their e-F-Ficiency.

Due to the aforesaid we realize that the operational 

reąuirements of modern ships and oPshore vessels have given 

a new dimension to the prcblems connected with the ships 

■functions. The question o-F stabilization and compensation of 

oscillatory motion as well as the minimization of the mostly 

un-favorable influence of these motions take on a greatsr 

significance.

The ship’s oscillatory motions stabilization, 

especially, its roli and yaw is one of the basie problems 

connected with sailing and operating ships.

These motions can cause a rangę of unfavorable 

phenomena C12, 143:

1) the decrease of the ship's stability, in same cases 

causes the capsizing of the ship,

2) additional dynamie loading of the construction of the 

ship’s hull,

3) renders impossible or deteriorates the operation of the 

deck equipment (especially on drilling ships, and

exploration vessels).
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4) deterioration of the ship’s maneiwerabi 1 i ty and the 

decrease o-F its forward speed,

5) great deterioration of passenger and cargo comfort.

The oscillatory motion o-F the ship has a great 

influence on its seakeeping gualities and in some cases 

renders impossible the ships normal operation and threatens 

its safety. Therefore the reduction of this motion is of 

primary importance.

The ship’s excessive oscillatory motion can be reduced 

by:

1? suitably choosing the dimensions and parameters of the 

hul 1,

2) suitably manoeuvering the ship relative tc the wave front 

(the changing of the ships  speed and course),*

3) using special eguipment which reduce these motions.

The first twe methods are known as natural 

stabi1ization of the oscillatory motion. They are of very 

limited importance and in principle do not solve the problem 

of the reduction of the ship's oscillatory motion. The third 

method is the most effective.

The eguipment used in reducing the ship’s oscillatory 

motion are called stabilizers.

The amplitudę reduction of the ship’s oscillatory 

motion is the main task of these stabilizers. Moreover we 

gain additional positive secondary effects:

1> inerease of the ship’s sailing safety,

2) possibility of realizing the ship’s tasks, in a wide 

rangę of enternal conditions (sea states),

3) inerease of the ship’s manoeuverabi1 i ty,

4) betters the living and working conditions of the crew 

as wel1 as operation of the technical eguipment installed 

on the ship.



Chapter 2

2. CLASSIFICATION OF THE SHIP’S OSCILLATORY MOTION. 

LITERATURĘ AND THE AIM OF THE STUDY.

By simplification we can assume the ship to be a solid 

body with six degrees of freedom. It can perform three 

linear motions along the axis of a chosen cartesian 

ccordinate system and three angular motions around these 

axes. Figurę 2.1 shows the basie oscillatory movements of a 

vessel.

In examining the problem ot the stabi1ization of the 

ship’s roli it is sufficient to introduce two ccordinate 

Systems: fixed (terrestrial) and a system connected with the 

ship.

The system connected with the ship is chosen in such a 

way, so that the origin of the system lies on the ship’s 

center of gravity (rarely on the center of buoyancy) and the 

axes lie along the ship’s main axes of inertia.

We can differentiate the following components of the 

ship’s motion (fig. 2.2) brought about by the ship’s 

environment:

<t> ~ ship’s angular motion around the longitudinal axis

- ROLL,

y/ - ship’s angular motion around the vertical axis — YAW, 

0 - ship’s angular motion around the lateral axis — PITCH, 

x — ship’s oscillatory motion along the longitudinal axis

- SURGE,

y — ship”s oscillatory motion along the lateral axis — SWAY, 

z —ship’s oscillatory motion along the vertical axis

- HEAVE.

The composition of the above motions, represent the 

oscillatory motion of the ship through space. In real 

conditions the disturbance forces and moments are random 

processes, therefore the ship’s motion is a stochastic 

process.

Among the six types of motion described above, during 

the ship’s operation the highest values are reached by the 

•amplitudes of the ship*s  roli motion.
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Fig.2.1. The ship’s osscilatory motions.

Fig.2.2. The basie coordinate Systems



2.1 Survey of literaturę and practical constructions of the

ship roli stabilizers.

There exists a whole rangę of possibi1 iti es in 

classifying roli stabilizers. At present the most common 

rnethods described in publications C55, 612 dealing with this 

problem is the classification of stabilizers according to 

their power source (active and passive stabilizers). They 

can be duely divided according to their physical principles 

compensating the ship’s roli motion (stabilizing fins, 

stabilizing tanks, gyroscopic stabilizing eguipment, etc.), 

as well as according to their influence on the lateral 

stability o-F the ship (eguipment which change and do not 

change the initial stability o-F the ship).

Ship roli passive stabilizers differ frotn the active as 

they do not posses an external control system. They also da 

not reguire energy from an external source to provide 

e-ffective stabi 1 ization o-F the ship’s roli.

The active roli stabilizers were developed on the basis 

passive stabilizers, and are much morę effective. But 

they are far morę complicated, much morę expensive, and 

above all reguire measurement and control Systems.

Historically the first ship stabilizers were 

different types of passive hydrodynamical stabilizers, used 

UP to datę in the form of bilge keels (first half of the 

XIX century). It-s function is to increase the pressure 

rS£istance during the roli of the ship which causes an 

increase in the damping coefficient of the ship’s hul1. 

^ctive stabilizing fins, which as a result of automatic 

control, change their angle of attack, generating a moment 

which works against the disturbance moment acting on the 

hull, were developed from the bildge keels. Due to the 

necessity of generating very high lift forces, active fins 

function efficiently only during very high ship speed. Much 

hfis been written about the problem of active fin 

stabi1ization C9,13,37,55,571 and fins are manu+actured by 
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many firms (Siemens, Sperry, Brown-Brothers—Vickers, 

Muirhead, SNACH and others).

A whole group of tank stabilizers has been developed 

independent of -Fin stabilizers. They generate a 

gravi tational stabilizing moment as a result o-F fluid 

motion. Up to the present moment, a whole rangę of tank 

types and subtypes has been developed (U-shaped tanks, 

Watfs type tanks, Flume type tanks). The most popular are 

passive tanks (especially Flume tanks). Although their 

effectiveness is less than that of fins, these tanks are the 

most common stabilizing eguipment used to reduce the ship’s 

roli today. This is due to the fact that the passive tank is 

the least costly and is relatively simple technologically.

The wide interest of ship owners in tank stabilizing 

Systems is reflected in the large rangę of publications C3, 

4,6,10,13,17,19,20,23,24,30,36,37,38,52,53,54,58,59,60,61, 

6S3 on the theory, design and application of passive 

stabilizers. Authors of text books also devote much space to 

this problem C5, 55,611.

The lack of interest in active tank stabilizers can be 

explained by the fact that they need complicated control 

Systems and high energy consumption to drive the pumps. 

Their theory is close to the theory of active fins. Basic 

Information on active tank stabilizers is given in the book 

C553.

Passively—control1ed tanks occupy a special place among 

ship roli stabilizers. They form a intermediate group 

between passive and active tanks, as they partly posses 

features of both groups. Variaus methods of mfluencing the 

natural motion of fluid in the tank are used in 

passively—control1ed tanks. They eliminate certain negative 

features of active tanks (high energy consumption) and

Passive tanks.

The presented work deals with a certain solution of the

Passively—control1ed tank.
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There are very few publications devoted to the problem 

ot passively—control1ed tank stabilizers, other than a -few 

positions £22, 37, 38, 52, 53, 602. The case of the 

passi vel y—control led tank is descnbed in the materiale 

£37,382. Due to the presented results of tests on the 

ezperimental ship, the cognitive value of these works is 

significant. The studies £52, 531 describe a ship roli 

U—type tank stabilizing system with the application of air 

valves, manufactured by the firm "Intering". The presented 

materiał is not sufficiently elear and leaves a lot of 

1eeway in interpretation, to the reader (especially in the 

case of the control of the blocking valves and choice of the 

tank’s parameters).

The publication £601 is a very interesting study of tank 

stabilizing Systems, it also includes passively-ccntrol1ed 

tanks. It widely presents the probierca occurring during 

design and construction of such tanks.

Short Information on passively—controlled tank is also 

to be found in works £13,552.

Due to the lack of publications on the above theme, a 

short survey of the passively—controlled tank market will be 

a necessary complement.

The world market in passively-control1ed tanks is very much 

in the hands of two firms: Intering (FRG—USA) and 

Denny-Brown—Vickers (Great Britain). According to 

advertising brochures £18,51,522 of these firms, they have 

already sold a sufficiently big guantity of ship roli 

stabilizers with passively-control1ed tanks. The 

Passively-controlled tanks of both these firms are based on 

simple control algorithms, which have as their principle 

task the exclusion of the ship’s roli inerease in the rangę 

of Iow frequencies. An additional reason for the 

installation of this eguipment is the possibility of its use 

in compensating the ship’s static heel (anti—heeling). This 

puality is very useful in many cases (crane operations, 

puick loading and unloaoing of containers, etc.), and in 
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many cases is a deciding factor in its use, on board ship.

In the second half of the 1980’s the Finnish firm

HONKANEN £221 started offering its products. They are based 

on research (eg. £241) conducted in the 1970’s. Due to its 

short existence the firm has not produced many such 

stabilizers. However it is necessary to state the many 

achievements of this firm. Among them, the ample research 

materiał, as well as the publication, for the first time, of 

the pas=ive control method of the Watfs type tank.

It was considered up to now that passively-control1ed 

tanks could be built only as a U—shaped tank. Honkanen’s 

proposition greatly widens the rangę of application of this 

type of tank and is a great achievemert theoretical1y as 

well as constructionally.

Moreover it is necessary to point out the relatively 

new solution of the passively—control 1ed tank by the Flume

■firm (beginning of 1980’s) £361, which is not a new 

hut an improvement of the old Flume tank. It is known 

tank,

that
in the case of perpendicul ar walled tanks (Watfs) and flume

tanks it is possible to change slightly the natural 

■freguency of the tank by changing the guantity of

stabilizing fluid in the tank. Flume therefore built a 

simple tri positional relay system, which could control the 

level of the fluid. This system uses as input the phase 

angle between the motion of the fluid and ship’s roli angle.

At the end of this short survey of availabie

Publications we can confirm, that in the field of ship roli 

stabi1 i zati on, the tendency is to use tank stabilizers. They 

ar® far cheaper than fin stabilizers and their operation 

does not depend on the ship’s speed. Publications on the 

Passively—control1ed tank is scarce and mainly consist of 

Producers’ trade brochures. The absence of any sort cf 

theoretical publication which considers the wbole problem of 

tbe passively-controlled tank, inclined the author to take 

UP this subject. The problem of the stabilization of 
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the ship’s roli during slow speeds and of the stopped ship, i 

of great importance due to the rapid development of drilling 

and mining technigues. In these conditions, tank stabilizers 

are the only sort cf eguipment that can be used on board 

ship and passively—contrcl1ed tanka belong to this group of 

stabi1izers.

2.2. The aim of this thesis.

Although the passive tank stabilizer has many 

advantages (cheapness, simple construction>, it has some 

defects too. The effectiveness of these tanks depends cn the 

tuning of the dynamical characteristics of the tank, to the 

freąuency characteristics of the ship’s roli. The ccrrectly 

tuned passive tank, is a tank whose natural period cf the 

fluid moticn is egual to, or close to the period ox the 

ship’s roli. Such a tuned tank stabilizes effectively the 

ship’s roli in the resonence freguency rangę (in the rangę 

0.6 a 1.2 of the ship's natural freguency) E13,611. Out of 

this rangę the passive tank only increases the roli 

amplitudes. This guality is called destabi1 ization and it 

9reatly reduces the effectiveness of the passive tank in 

real (irregular) wave conditions. As this sometimes forces 

the closing down of the tank, we can cali it the greatest 

defect of passive tank stabilizers.

In the presented werk the authcr analyzes the operation 

of a tank stabilizing system that does not have this defect. 

He proposes the use of a specially designed U-shaped tank of 

high natural freguency. This tank is eguipped with a set cf 

valves which enables the blockage of the moticn of fluid 

between the wing sections of the tank.

The aim of this work is to find out, whether there 

exists a physically realizable system for controlling the 

fluid moticn, which would ensure better efficiency of roli 

stabi1ization in comparison with a correctly tuned passive 

tank. The improvement of the proposed stabilizing system 
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should be looked at from the point of view of increasing its 

e'f-Fectiveness as well as widening the Frequency o-F its 

operati on. Therefore it is necessary to:

1- propose the mathematical model of the dynamie system 

ship — passively-control1ed tank as well as the algorithm 

of the blocking valves control,

2. work out the methodics of the synthesis of the proposed 

ship’s roli stabi1ization system, which can be directly 

applied in ship’s design,

3. realize the control algorithm in the real conditions and 

carry out tests o-F the tanks operation on scalę models.

2.3. General characteristics of the ship’s roli 

stabi1ization.

The stabi1ization of the ship^s roli motion is a rangę 

-■f problems, which has as its aim the definition of the 

dynamie system which ensures the cptimal filtration of 

random disturbances acting on an object 116,213.

In the ship's roli stabi1ization system, the ship as a 

control plant, is a dynamie system which can be descrited by 

the state eguation in its generał ferm:

dX^2. = F(X,U,Z) , <2. 1)

where X is the state vector.

The state variables are the angle and linear coordinates and 

their derivatives. The number of state variables depend on 

the degree of simplification of the mathematical model.

pig. 2.3 shows schematical1y the ship as a control plant in 

the roli stabi1ization system.
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LKt)

Fię. 2.3 The ship as a control plant in the roli 

stabilization system.

The output of the plant is the roli angle which is 

the pha.se variable x . The control vector LKt) represents 

the stabilizino mement M , generated by the stabilizer 

installed on the ship. Due to certain construction 

limitations the maximum moment generated by the stabilizer 

is limited. Therefore:

|M I < M (2.2)
I STAB 1 STABMAa

The maximum value of the moment generated by the 

stabilizer is a. function of the vector P which represents a 

Set o-F construction parameters of the stabilizer:

M = F (P) (2.3)
STABMAX i

Z(t) is the generał vector of disturbances and 

represents the componants of the action of the environment, 

ih other words the variable fcrces and moments acting on the 

hul1 due to the waves. They have a random character. Most 

°ften (in the case of the mathematical model of the ship's 

roli, which has one degree of freedom) vector Z(t) 

represents the random function M (t), which is the external s
e^citing moment. The values of M are non—measurable. s

In evaluating the Solutions of the concrete realization 

°-f the stabilizer there must be defined certain criteria 

which show the magnitu.de of the ship’s roli, and often has 

the form:

magnitu.de


Q = E|G(x)J (2.4)

Due to the -Fart that Z(t) is a stochastic process, X(t) 

and U(t), defined in the eąuation (2.1), are also random 

■Functi ons, the -Functional G(X) is a random variable. 

Therefore in (2.4) the expected value Et? is used.

It is necessary to find such a way of control U(t), 

within the acceptable solution (which is physically 

realizable), so as to minimize the efficiency criteria o-F 

the ship’s roli stabi1ization.

It seems advisable to look fcr optimal control in the 

■Form:

U = V(X) (2.5)

determined in the state space.

One c-F the pcints o-F this study is the possibility o-F 

Tinding such a control method c-F the special U—type 

passi vel y-control led tank with air or -Fluid valves, which 

snsures a greater efficiency of the ship’s roli 

stabi1 izati on, in compariscn with the passive tank 

(opt i maiły tuned).

The technical conception o-F the proposed solution is as 

■follows. The solution will be -Found -For a U—type stabilizing 

tank o-F high natural frequency, equipped with valves which 

enable the blocking o-F the fluid flow between the wing 

sections of the tank at any given moment. Thanks to the 

equipping of the tank with blocking valves (binary working) 

it is possible to tune the frequency of the moment generated 

by the tank to the exciting freąuency, through out a wide 

range, limited only by the natural freąuency of the tank. 

The case of such a tank installed on board ship is examined. 

The method of installation of such a tank on board ship is 

identical with the installation of a U-shaped passive tank. 

The idea of applying such a tank was proposed in 1930’s by 

Agiejew. A short notę on the application of such a tank type 

can be found in [3,14,52,53,55,611.
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The generał błock diagramme of the ship roli 

stabi1 ization system using the proposed tank is shown in 

■fig. 2.4.

The ship roli stabi1 ization system shown in fig. 2.4 is 

^evoid of the comparison plant, characteristic for cantrol 

Systems cperating in a closed feedback loop. This is 

tonnected with the zero value of the setpoint of the ship’s 

roll angle.

A solution close to the presented one is published in 

C37,52J. In the 1970’s the firm Brown—Brothers introduced 

Passively-control1ed tanks, which used air valves to 

interru.pt the natura! motion of fluid between the wing 

sections of the tank. Althcugh there is a principle 

difference between the natural frepuenciee of the above 

n'entioned tank and the one discussed in this work, it seems 

advisable, for better understanding to presert E371 the 

schematic drawing of the ship roll tank stabilizing system 

*nstalled on the American drilling ship "Glomar - 
Challengee” (fig. 2.5). Fig. 2.6 shows the Honkanen C221 

Passive control method of (J-type and Watt’s tanks.

interru.pt


- 1<1

Fig.2.4. Błock scheme of the ship roli stabilizing 
system with the passively-controlled tank.

Fig.2.5. The passively-controlled tank installed 
onboard the ship ’Glomar uhallenger •



Fig.2.6. The passively-controlled tanks 
of Honkanen’s firm:
a - U-tube tank,
b - free surface tank.



Chapter 3

THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE SHIP ROLL STABILIZATION

SYSTEM: SHIP - PASSIVELY-CONTROLLED TANK.

1 The coordinate systems.

The motion of a sea—going vessel is shcwn as the motion 

°"F a solid body with six degrees of freedom, in a three 

^imensional cartesian frame of reference.

Under the influence of the sea’s environment the ship 

Performs linear and angular oscillatory motions. The 

Variables in these motions are the coordinates in three 
directions and rotations about three axes. In the generał 

C£se these oscillatory motions mutually complement to form 
the complex oscillatory motion of the ship.

In describing and researching the ship’s oscillatory 

motion we often use the following frames of reference: 

~ dextrorotary, static system O,x,y,z, whose axes x , 

Yo lie on the piane of the calm water, x axis 1 i es along 

the main wave direction and the z axis is directed 
o

Perpendicularly down;

' dextrorotary, inertial, mobile system O*,  x*,  y^, z^,

moving relative to the static frame of reference, at the 

average velocity of the ship V = const, in such a way so 

that the ori gin of the system lies on the average 

Projection of the ships center of gravity G on the sea 

SurfaCe and the x^ axis along the direction of the speed 

vector V forming a course angle (3 relative to the xo axis 

Qf the static frame of reference;

dextrorotary, mobile system G, x, y, z fixed to the ship, 

the origin of which 1 i es on the center of gravity of the 

ship 5, the axes x, y on the piane parallel to the 

Constructional waterline; the x axis lying along the piane 

symmetry of the ship directed towards the bow, the y 

axis to starboard and the z axis downwards (in 
hydrostatics, upwards).

Systems are shown in fig. 3.1.
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The instantaneous position o-F the oscillating ship in 

the inertial system 0 , x^, y±» z*  is specified by six 

coordinates: three coordinates o-F the pole, which is 

Qenerally the ship*s  center o-F gravity G and three rotation 

angles relative to the axes going through this pole. The 

dependency o-F these six coordinates as a function o-F time 

fully describes the ship’s oscillatory moticn.

3.1 The Cartesian coordinate Systems: 

a - inertial systems,

b — system fixed to the ship.

-■•2 The mathematical model of the ship’s oscillatory motion.

An eguation o-F the ship’s motion in the coordinate 

system G, x, y, z was fermulated to de-Fine the position o-F 

ship in space at any given moment o-F time. This system, 
fixed to the ship was chcsen, as in this system the inertial 

noments o-F the ship”s mass are constant.

It is also assumed that the ship’s characteristics (as 

® solid body) are known, which means that known are.
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m2ss of ship,

Posi + ion of the ship’s center of gravity G and the 

inertial moments o-F the ship’s mass,

deviation moments o-F the mass, relative to the axis o-F the 

cocrdinate system fixed to the ship.

The set o-F differential equations describing the ship’s

simple ości 1latory motions takes on the foli owing form E121:

mz = F o

I 0—1 y/=M 
XX z x Ox

i e = m 
yy ay

I ¥< - I 0=M 
zz zx Oz

(3. 1'

where;

~ mass of ship,
^jjJc ~ ship’s inertial moments; J,k = x, y, z 
p
j ~ resultant of all external forces; j = x, y, z 

MQj ~ resultant of all external moments relative to point 

G; j = x,y,z.

In solving the set of equations (3.1), it is necessary 

determine the external forces and moments which cause the 
ship’s o5CiiiatQry moticns. These forces depend on the wave

P^rameters, geometry of the hull and distribution of the 

ship’s mass, velocity and course angle, relative to the main 

wavss direction.

Generally, for a solid body of any given shape, a 
predete^mined type of oscillatory motion causes the 

■S^naration of certain forces which effect the ship’s 

°ther oscillatory motions. This is the reason for the 

lr,teraction between oscillatory motions.

to the lengthwise symmetry of the ship, it is necessary 
lri ^Orming the linear interdependencies of the exciting
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tcrces and the parameters of motion, to group the ship’s 

°scillatory motions in threes: surge, heave and pitch form 

the so called symmetrical oscillatory motions and sway, roli 

and yaw form the so called asymmetrical oscillatory motions 

the ship. •

After taking into account the aforesaid assumptions, 
the ship’s oscillatory motions can be described by a system 

six second degree linear differential eguations:

eguations of the ship’s symmetrical oscillatory motions

(in the ship’s piane of symmetry):

(m + mx mo GG

'«ee * Nzee=FA

m + N+ N x zx o (m + m )

+ B zee + \&e
—iw t

zee=FA e

fO X + X
0X G 0X O + mez2a ć?Z^G Eez

+ (i 
yy W*  + "eee R e=F ~ee a

—iw tE e
e

equations of the ship’s asymmetrical oscillatory motions 

(in the piane of the midship section):

(m + m )y + N y + m + N .<t> +yy 7 o yy o y^ y^ t
-• - E+ m y/ + N e

yy Ay

y + N , y + (I m, ,)<b + N , ,d> +
i <py7a 0y7c xx <p<t> (3.3)

’ + + - I )y + N y=F. e E
cpipr tfry 2X

y + N y (m , - I )<b + N. d> +yy o ypy a \pi/> z x • yy' _

+ (I + m Xy/ + N y=F. ez z yy) yy/ h
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This set of equations is the mathematical model of the 

ship’s ości 1 lat ory motion, on the regular wave o-F 

infinitesimai amplitudę.

The ship’s roli motion.

In the linear generał model cf the complex escillatory 

mctions , presented in section 3.2,by eitcluding the through 

interactions, the equation for the simple oscillatory motion 

<any roli with one degree of freedom) can be formulated.

In the equations (3.3), by excluding the interactiors 

with the sway and the yaw, we obtain the eąuation cf 

ship’s roli, in the form:

.. ■ —iw t
(I + m , .) <t + N*  cb + B <t = F e

XX T a
(3.4)

Tln equation (3.4), is the damping coefficient of the 
00

due to the influence of the viscosity of water, the 
t>ilge keels and the ship’s velocity. The bshavior of the 

thrcughout the resonance rangę depends on the value of
this coefficient C15, 261.

By determining the coefficient of the righting moment:

(3.5)

ln which:

& ~ mass density of water,

d ~ acceleration of gravity,
Gm __o mitial metacentric height of the ship, 

~ displacement of the ship,

and by writing the amplitudę of the moment exciting the 

ship»s roli in the form:

fa = v* k[uNXt+ ■ %w] <3‘6>
ln which:

~ reduction coefficient of the Froude—Krylów part of the

exciting moment, 
k -

wave numoer,

~ «ave height,



the ship roli eguation takes following farm:

axx * V*  ‘ * 9mEMo<t> ’

[* 1 —tt0+ t(gmGM — m . .) |e E (3.7)
<?v> o e J

A-fter introducing the values:

gmGM^

+ m j A00

00

q
m00

the eąuation (3.7) takes the following -ferm:

$ + + =

]—ico t
e

where

^0 ~ natural freęuency of the free roli,
o

*0aA ~ amplitudę of the effective wave slope angle,

(3.8)

~ nondimensional roli damping coefficient.

ignoring the di-f fraction part o-f the exciting 
°rces» we can -further simplify (3.8) to obtain £12, 143:

* + = (3.9)

describes the ship*s  roli, caused by a sinusoidal o-f 
WE ^reQuency.

The 
Wave, in 

functiOn

eguation (3.9), describes the roli 

which the wave slope angle a (t) E 
o-f time:

on the reguł ar

is a harmonie
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a (t) = a sinco t <3.10)
E A E

In analyzing the roli, the equation (3.9) is 

suppiemented by introducing linear-quadratic damping. using 

Qrdinary stochastic 1inearization [14, 611:

in which:

^0 ~ Unear part of the damping coefficient,
W 0 guadratic part of the damping coefficient-

The one dimensional equation describing the ship's roli 
takes the -form:

+ 2/3.co. <ł> ■+• w ,d>I<tI ■+■ co^ <+■ = x .a. sinco t (3.12)
* 4*3*  0tIyi <£o 0 a e

o which the ccefficients /?. and w. are practically 
0 0

~n-sPendent o-f the angular roli velocity.

'■•4 Dynamics o-f the system ship - passively—contro!led tank.

■"4«1 The principle of the pass! vely—control 1 ed tank’s 

operati on.

This study takes into consideration the possibi1 ities of 
11 2 __

a U—shaped passive tank of high natural freąuency, 
t'Or’Troiied by air valves,placed in the air duet connecting 

n2 sections, to stabilize the ship’s roli.

The proposed stabi1ization system can exist in two 
dynamie states, connected with the closing and opening of 

air valves. Due to the use of air valves in the system, 
X~ is possible to control the stabilizing effect of the tank 
by influencing the natural motion of the fluid in the tank 

during the roli (fig. 3.2)

In the case of the open air valves (fig. 3.2a) the tank 
3ri be thought of as a U-tube with open ends. The natural 

IDrjt i nlon of the fluid in the tank due to gravity is not 
-sturbed. This state of the passively-controlled tank is 

a^led the passive state.



When the air valves are closed (fig. 3.2b), then the tank 

can be assumed to be aU-tube with closed ends. Ignoring 

Certam effects connected with the compressibi1 ity of the 

air m the wing sections, we can assume that the fluid 

motion between wing sections is impossible . The stabilizing 

fluid in the tank with closed air valves is "frozen’’ in the 

angular pcsition which it had when the valves were closed. 
This passively-controlled tank state is called the 

frozen state. In the frozen state, the tank generates a 

moment ab out the roli a.:is, proportional to the difxerence 
i-h the levels of ths fluid AH (the angular pcsition of the 

fluid £» , in the wing sections.

Fi r, -
o.2 The dynamie states of the passively-control1ed tank:

a — air valve open, 

b — air valve closed.

3.4 o
The mathematical description of the

passively-controlled tank’s operating states.

If the ship’s roli is a simple ości 1latory motion
Cif , (

uhq ł.ne luny! tudisiai a;;is, passed threugh the snip’s 
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center c-F gravity, then the dynamie system ship — 

Passively—contrclled tank can be assumed to be a system with 

twe? degrees of freedom.

The mathematical description of the system ship — 

Passivsly-controlled tank was formułated, assuming that the 
tank operates in twe states. Additionally it was assumed 

that the closing and opening of the air valves is an 

lrł£t antaneous process in compariscn with the processes 

taking place within the system.

The argle O was accepted as the coordinate which 
^escribes the position o-F the -Fluid flow. i? is the momentary 

®ngle which the surface of the fluid forms with the 

refer=nce piane of the ship (fig. 3.31.

F’ -
” * ■» -.3 The cocrdinates and symbole used in describing the

system ship — tank.
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The actual state of the system is determined, 
the open and closed states of the air valves:

through

determines the discrete time.

~ Passive state - for the time t e (to’ tV+1>’
O c _

frożen state — for the time t e (t\ tv+1),
c o

wh ere t 
o symbol izes the moment of the opening cf

t
c ~ the moment of the closing of the valves and

the valves,

the indBM

Hlg Passive state of the system

The dynamie system ship — passively—centro!led tank in 
the pas=ive state*  is identical to the dynamie system ship — 

^'Stiaped passive tank.

The ship’s roli and the -Fluid motion in the tank is 

■4g-cribed by the deferential epuatiers £13, 55, 61, 652:

ł + 2/5* co <Ł + c7 <h S - Fe? S = ^2 a (t)
<P ę>O~ Q 0O <£O (£o E

_ (3.13)
$ "*■  2/? co & ■+■ co^ +■ 5 o? 4} — co*  d) = O,

& &o &o g £>oY

where:

~ roli angle,
$

~ effective slope of the stabilizing -fluid.
W$o ~ natural frepuency of the tank,

'O ~ nondimensional tank damping coefficient,
S -

~ inertia coupling coefficient. 
r _

free surface correction factor.

The epuation system (3.13) presents the model of the 
r°ll of a ship, epuipped with a U-shaped passive tank, with 

an immobile roli axis. This set of epuations differs from 

t^at preposed in £201 by the presence of an additional term 
2 "

g^^o^ in the epuation (3. 13a) and by a different 
r>terpretation of the parameters. In the epuations (3.13) 
^‘is Parameter represents the inertia coupling in the system 
C*2 1— • •
~ JP~tank. Although it is of linear dimension, it is 

d~neraiiy not epual to the vertical position of the 
Stat)ilizing fluid’s static level with respect to the ship’s 



a:'is of rotation, as was assumed in C201.

Only the pure rolling motion of a ship is considered in 

e3'-iations (3.13). It is well known, hcwever, that the ship’s 

sway motion has to be taken into acccunt when calculating 
the stabilized ship’s roli motion. According to C233, this 

tan be approximately achieved in a simple way by introducing 
the expression — (t), instead of zero, into the right

S1-e of eguation (3.13b) (Appendix 1); then the following 

Se- o"f eguations is obtained:

+ 2/9*  co. <b + + r——£ d - Ew*  d = </ a (t)
0 0Or (£o T g <£o (£o pO E

' .. . (3.14)

. ® + 2/9 w d + d + ■ 5 cf) - co^d) = - a>2 a (t)
& do do g do ' do ' do e

Af ter
(3.14> (as

introducing 1inear-guadratic damping in eguations 

in eguation 3.11) they take the following form:

<t> + 2/9 co T •+■ w , <b|<b| + o*  d> + d - d = w*  a (t)
<£o' *ri'ri 0ot g <^o E

(3.15)

a + 2/3& co^d + w^dldl + d + <b ~ <*>1  d> = - <*>1  a (t)
d do d ' 1 do g dof doT do E

% linear and guadratic the ship’s roli

Wd

damping coefficient,

linear and guadratic parts of the 

fluid in the tank when the system

damping of the 

is in the passive

State.

The set of eguations (3.15) describes the dynamice of 
tho‘~ system ship — tank for any U—shaped passive tank, which 
1S ^erefore true, for the passively—control1ed tank in the 

Passive state.

This model can be used for testing the behavior of the
ca~-em ship — tank on regular and irregular waves.

jrozen state of the system 

the frozen state the fluid in the tank i s



Practically immobile. The derivatives of the fluid motion 
take the form:

ect) = ect) = o

The closing of the air valves and blocking of the fluid 

motion between the wing sections of the tani causes a change 

ln the natural frequency of fluidoscillation. The assumption 

that the fluid is completely frozen leads to the follcwing 

inf er-ence:

to —O

where:

^Sz ~ freguency of oscillation of the fluid in the 

passively-control1ed tank in the frozen state.

Therefore we obtain the description of the dynamice of 

system ship — passively—controlled tank in the form of a 

sinrie differential eguaticn:

* + ł "^1*1  * ^4> ’ r9(tc)3 (3-16’

Due to the fact that the angular fluid position 
c’Ces not change in this case, the value of the expression:

2Fw, £>(t ) = constc
w^ich causes the passively-control1ed tank in 

s^ate togenerate the moment, known as the

(I
^here;

XX
m , .) r<4

<p<p <po

the frozen

asymmetrical

(3.17))M = 
A c

)

xx ~ ship’s inertial moment about the longitudinal axis, 
0 (ł- *e' ~ angular position of the fluid at the instant t

(the point of closing of the blocking valves).

The analysis of the eguation (3.16) leads us to the 
c°nclusion that in the frozen state, the sum of the 

d^sturbance moment and the asymmetrical moment M (generated 

V the tank) acts on the ship. The asymmetrical moment of 

Dassively-controlled tank can be looked upon as an 
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ex*ernal additional moment acting on the ship’s hul 1 

(superposition principle).

The mathematical description of the dynamics of the 

system ship — passi vel y-cor.trol led t ank in both States cf 

DPeration, taking into account the changes in the natura’ 

*requency of the fluid’s oscillation, in the case of the 

rD2en state, can be formułated using parametrical 
^ifferential eguations:

+ 2/?^o4> + *7  4>I4>I + + = w^oc,E(t)

' $ + 2/3 w (u,t)d + w pp + co*(u,t)e  + (3.18)

+ s co^(u. t) d> - w^(u,t)d> = — to (u,t)a (t)
g £> ’ t t S e

The system’s variable parameter is the freguency of the
^luid’s oscillation co^(u.t), which is a function of the 
, s ■

iQcking valves control and time.

control of the air valves is an integral part of the
"'sthemat ical model of the system ship 

thi sChapter 5 is devoted to

— passively—controlled 

problem.

3-4. The compressibi1 ity of the air in the

passively—control1ed tank.

The use of the air valves, which would błock the
^stmral fluid motion reguires taking into account, in the
^themat i cal model of the system, the compressibi1 i ty of the
air, above the fluid surfaces as well as its influence on
the stabilizing moment of the passively—control1ed tank in 

Trozen state.

During the operation of the system, the tank’s air 
~Pace undergoes periodic polytropic processes of compression 

ar,d decompression. As it is not possible to determine the 

oponent of these changes, it is assumed that the polytropic 
r tji**

Ves are between the isothermic and adiabatic curves.

In the frożen state, the asymmetrical moment generated 
by t.

ne tank is proportional to the angular positions of the
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Assuming that the esponent of the polytropic

on -for the left wing section we obtain:

P

p V
O LO P. V (

Po
p

P

- b tg»

— b tg<?
(

cal 1 y, for the right

s 
pP% (3.23)
p

Af ter 
kation

account the

(3.20) takes cn the following form:

C

2pgb (tg^cos<|> - sinej:) +

Po
f s — b tg£>p r * c
"s - b tgi>l P T *

(3.24)

where-

p ~ mass density of the stabilizing fluid, 
b .T ~ half the width of the tank, 
p _

o ncrmal atmospheric pressure,

p ~ length of the air-tube above the fluid surface in the 

wing section, when = 0.

compressibi 1 ity of the air in mathemat i cal model of the 
s/stejn ship — passively—controlled tank can be taken into 

aCc°*ant  by solving the epuation (3.24) for the variable 

art91es ■£> and 0.
c

‘ The mathematical description of the wave motion.

The real sea wave motion has an irregular character and 
i <5

a random process, which can be describsd using the 
Qbabijjty and the random theories. A description of the 

d**̂ies  of the wave motion was presented in £14].
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The sea wave motion is assumed to be a stationary, 
homogeneous and ergodic space-time random process. Its 

Values, which describe the wave’s profile is of norma! 

^^tr i but i on.

Approximately the wave motion can be presented as a 
^w°~-imensional irregular wave. It is in fact the finite sum 
p*  -C 1

slsmentary sinuscidal waves (called harmonie waves), of 
^ifferent angular freguencies. It is alsc assumed that the 

P^ase angle of each cf these waves is a random variable of 

'-‘ — ^orm distribution, ir the rangę <0, 2FI>.

he grsatest amount of Information about the

— ' —contained in the characteriStic of the wave power

— -rum. The wave energy spectrum shows the way m which 

tctal energy of the waves is distributed between the

compone.nts (freguencies) of the wave motion.

In the case of insufficient data about the =hip’s 

-ner £>t i ng region, International Towing Tank Conference 

recommends the following form of the standard wave 
^Psctrum C141:

S (g>) = Aćó Jexp (-Bw 4) CmZs3 
n

where;
w - cincular frequency of the wave in Crad/s3,

If the significant wave height h and
r. 1/3

I**  n rn j i-ot! T are known, then the constants A 
d«a<- __ .

mined from:

(3.25)

characteristi:

and B can be

173h /T
1/3

B = 691/T (3.26)

significant wave height, determined as the average

A =

value of 1/3 of the highest waves, 

characteristic period.

WaVe 
fOH

Alongside the

slope density

wave height density spectrum S (co).h 
spectrum function S^(ci) can be used.

the

The

°wing relationship is reached between these functions



S (w) = l- s (w) (3.27)
a h

where:
, 2

~ wave number: k = —
g

The wave power spectrum shown as in (3.25) does not 
take into account the motion of the ship relative to the 

ave motion, which can be described, giving the ship’s 

Ve*ocity  and the angle between the vectors: ship’s velocity 

and the wave propagation velocity. The frequency of the wave 

■*-iting  the ship’s roli is called the relative circular 
■f rsęuency and is e':pressed by:

2
u> = |w - £ V cos/? | (3.28)

^h<=r a.—- ■

We ~ r21ative freguency, ie.: the wave freguency in the 

mobile inertial system O , x , y , z ,
i i i i

u ~ sbsolute wave freguency in the static coordinate 

system,
V

~ ship’s velocity,

~ angle between the ship’s course and the dominant 

direction of wave propagation.

Remarks on the Identification of the coefficients in 

^he mathematical model of the system ship — 

Psssively-controlled tank.

In this chapter, the complete

smics of the system ship — passively-controlled tank, 

variable

synthesis of the model of
the dyn

o
Q system of differential equations with a 

amet has been formulated. In this model 

srentiate the following component models:

we can

mathematical model of the ship’s free roli as a second 
e’3ree oscillator with linear—guadratic damping,

- s mathematical model of the stabilizing fluid’s free 
°s-illatory motion, which is also a second degree 

°ScHlator with 1 inear-guadratic damping,



the model of the coupling elements between the stabilizing 

luid’= and the ship’s roli motions,

mathematical model of the polytropic gas transformations 

lri the frozen state of the passively-control 1 ed tank, 

-he mathematical model of the sea wave motion.

The purpose of the model (3.18) 
lr>flijer)ce Qp £he structure and form of the

* ss on the rangę of simplifications 
synthesis.

h as a d ec i d i n g 

accepted model as 

done during its

The basie problem in the synthesis of this mathematical 
m°dai js acceptance of the form of the model in the 
p £1 <s e ł• =ive state. The model of the system in the frozen state 
r-Sults directly from the model in the passive state. 
Thar=-ęOrs burdened with all the simplifications used 

ln ~^s construction cf this model.

The dynamie model of the passive state was formułated 
ln the generał form. In literaturę we find articles which 
di ,

~—:s= the correlations between the dynamie models and the

~ Systems E23, 611. The main problem is the impossibility 
Of r-rr -terring all the results obtamed in model tests to the 
ea- oonditions. The realization of such a camparison leads 

0 ^r&2t difficulties. For example it is impossible to limit 
th« H

- oegrees of freedom of a real ship.

interesting discussion on the usefulness of 
athematical models during the design of ship roli 

stab-> i ■u-*lzing  systems can be found in E3J.

The particular usefulness of models of two degrees of 
reedom (roli - sway), is pointed out in the above mentioned 

^^lication C3J. This is the kind of model proposed and used 

n this work.



Chapter 4

Ą- THE EFFECTIVENESS CRITERIA OF THE SHIP’S ROLL STABILIZATION

The necessity to formulate the objective criteria 
^e"fining the effectiveness of the ship’s roli stabi1ization 

arises from the following premises:

P°ssibi1 ities of mutual objective comparison between 

several realizati ons of stabilizers, 

necessity to use these criteria as elements of the 
target function, during the optimization of the 

c°nstruction and control of the stabi lizer,

^etermination of the costs (profit and loss), resulting 

rroffl the installation of the roli stabilizer on board ship.

The ship’s roli mction is generallya non-staticnary 
s~°cbastic process and depends on a rangę of factors, cf 

w^ich the most important are: sea state, velocity and course 

ari'31e of the ship, relative to the main direction of the sea 

Wa zs mction, and load conditions.

Generally, we accept the following division of the 

łsctiveness criteria, for the functioning of the roli 
stabili2ers;

Criteria which determine the effectiveness of roli 

stabi1 ization on the reguł ar wave,

• criteria of the effectiveness of roli stabilization on 

the irregular wave, which can be divided into two 

9roups:

~ short time prognosis,

- long time prognosis.

The evaluation of the
St"abilization is connected quite

effectiveness of roli

freguently with a whole
range of misunderstandings and i ncomplete Information,

sP&cially in prospects and advertising brochures.
Tho x Ł -

~ tfequent reasons for these misunderstandings are:

‘ -wition of the criteria used in evaluating the 

effectiveness of the stabilizer,2
* absence of the conditions in which the concrete criteria

values were obtained.
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Methods o-f determining the eff ecti veness of roli

stabi1 ization on reguł ar waves.

The regular wave conception (a (t) = a sin to t) is in 
s-meways an ideał. In reality such a wave does not exist. It 

Car> only be a certain approximation o-f the so called dead 

Wav®. The testing o-f roli stabilizers on the regular wave 

~^ould be connected with tradition and practice in the 

-dtoinatic control theory. The roli stabilizers are generally 

autofnatic control systems or Systems defined by a set o-f 
d x x

rerential eguations.

^or such stabilizers (as long as they are defined by a 
Sof> *
~~~ -T linear differential eguations), it is possible to

-xQn amplitudę and freguency characteristics:

f |K(j<o )| = f (co )
■ E 1 1 E

e(co ) = f (lO )*• E 2 E
n which:

r • I
JŁ%? I ~ m°dule of the freguency characteristic

(4.

of the

system ship — stabilizer.
e

phase angle (phase delay) of the response.

corresponding to the system ship — stabilizer.

relative to external disturbance.

The characteristics (4.1) allow us to draw concrete 

c^Usions as to the behavior of the stabilized ship in the 
Tunnt- -

-'ion co . These conclusions although drawn on the basis 
of an ■ . E

' idealized form, can be used m evaluating the behavior 
Of •

IS stabilizing system in real conditions.
The amplitudę and phase characteristics of the form 

^4. i \
are the most often used criteria, in evaluating the 

c^icning of roli stabilizers.

If the system ship — stabilizer is described by a set 
hon—i -1 Unear differential eguations, then it is not possible 
*̂ rectly assign its characteristics (4.1). In such a case 

We Uc.
~e the freguency characteristics in the form:



in which:

£<C0 ) =e . (to >• e <pa E

(4.2)

const

a roaximal or effective amplitudę of the ship's roli,
aA ~ amplitudę ot the wave ślepe angle,

Kpnase angle of the response, correspanding to the 

system ship — stabilizer, relative to external 

sturbance.

additional difficulty is the control of the 
ah* i •°Hizer, due to the presence of twe types of

Characteristics (4.2):

c^aracteristics for the optimal (different for each

^requency) settings of the control1 er,

characteristics for the constant settings cf the

~-ntroiier (usually these are settings, optimal for the

res°nance freguency of the ship).

Dther than Information on the behavior of the system 
i d .K stabilizer, the first group of characteristics 
^inariiy constitute the premise for the necessity for 

Self~i- •tuning of the stabilizer controller. The secor.d group 
characteristics shows the freguency

i ch the stabilizer functions properly. 
the —l

characteristic (4.2), in the case

" o+ stabilizer dynamics, as well as 

tests, is done by the poirt by 
if tessn or siwteen points, within the 

r®n9e.

rangę through out 

The evaluation of 

of the non—linear 

in the case of 

point method, for 

chosen freguency

the basis of the characteristic (4.1) or (4.2) it is 
POSsihi

aie to evaluate the effectiveness factor of 
stabii■ .

1123tion C13J according to the formula:

Or

— <p
A STAB (4.3)E =



0A STAB (4.4)

*n which:

A STAB
respectively, the roli amplitudes of the

unstabilized and stabilized ship, determined

for the same input frequency.

Complete Information en 
ke obtained by representing 

*4.4) as functions of the 

-Ontrol u. Therefore:

the stabilizer’s aperaticn 

the reiationships (4.3) 

input freguency and

can

and

the

E(E) = f (co ,u)
E

(4.5)

There sxist cther criteria, common for the evaluation 
cf the stabilizer operation, cn the reguł ar and irregular 

Wave. These criteria will be discussed later.

Evaluation methods of the effectiveness of the rcll 

stabi1ization on the irregular wave.

In -Formulating the criteria determining the 
effectiveness o-F the roli stabilizers, it is necessary to 

^efir;e the influence cf the stabilizer (construction and 

Ccr,trol) , on the behavior of the ship eguipped with such a 

st®bilizer.

It is also necessary to take into account that, the 

^sjority cf values occurring during the =hip's roli motion 

ars random cnes.

Generally, in evaluating the effectiveness of the roli 

s~abilizer, the variance criteria is accepted in the 

^°Ilowing form:

T- t
= -A_ J |k <p2 + kz<£2 + k30 jdt (4.6)

in which:

T
— process time.
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11» k^, kg — respective weight ccefficients of the angle, 

angular velocity and the angular acceleration 

of the ship”s roli motion.

The criterion (4.6) is a simple expression to 

^termine the value of the ship’s roli and its derivatives. 

This criterion is often named "criterion o-f ccmfort", as it 

directly determines sailing comfort.

The energy consumptic-n o-f the stabilizer, plays an 

lmPortant role in most of the controlled stabilizers. 

Tbere-fore into the expression (4.6) we introduce a term 

Proportional to the consumed energy,

1 T r i
J = —3— r k <£2 + k <jt>z + k + q£2 dt (4.7)

2 T J 1 1 2 3 J

where:

~ coordinate determining the motion o-f the actuator o-f the 

stabilizer (ex. angle o-f attack o-f the stabilizing 

f ins) .

The criteria (4.6) and (4.7) are generał ones used in 

evaluating the efficiency o-f the stabilizer, on regul-ar and 

lrregular waves. The only inconvenience connected with the 

USs of these criteria is the difficulty in defining the 

Weight coe-fficients k. and q.
i

we assume. that k = 1 and k = k = q = O, then the
■ 1 . 2 3

Valije the criterion (4.6) is equal to the variance o-f the 

-nip s rou motion. It is worthwhile to add, that the 

c°sfficient q (representing generalized control costs) is 

signi-ficant in the case o-f the passively-control 1 ed 
tank. The motion o-f the stabilizing -fluid is not an energy 

c°nsuming process.
The e-f-fectiveness factor o-f the stabilizer on the irregular 

wave can be determinated on the basis cf the criteria (4.6) 

and (4.7). This -factor gives Information on the advisability 

Using a stabilizer, especially when it can be evalu.ated 
f°r the wave characteristics of the ship’s futurę operation 

re'jicjns. If cne ship is designeo for free sailing then che 
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criteria o-f effectiveness are determinated -for the North 

Atlantic.

The e-f-f ecti veness factor o-f roli stabilization on irregular 

waves i5 evaluated analogically to (4.3) and (4.4) as:

in which:
D2 . n2

<t>
STAB

o-f

(4.8)

(4.9)

the

E
N

E
N

unstabilized and stabilized ship.

Other than the criteria given by the expressions (4.6)

(4.9), a whole rangę o-f auxiliary criteria determining 
the average values o-f the roli angles and accelerations are 

ln use. These criteria have been de-fined and discussed in 

detail in C14, 613.

Criteria often applied in describing the ship's 

°scillatory motion on irregular waves are the power spectra.

I-f the dynamie system ship — stabilizer is described by 
linear differential eguations with constant coe-f-ficients, 

then the form o-f the energy spectrum can be 

ar|alytical ly obtained from Parseval*s  formula:

25,(01 )
E

(4.10)

ln which:

— roli spectrum,

ot^wE> — spectrum of the sea wave motion.

It is relatively di-f-ficult to determine the energy 
sPectrum (4.10) in model tests, but having suitable 
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apparatus it can be determined through the special procedurę 

'ex. -Fast Fourier transform). On the basis of the stabilized 

ar|d unstabilized ship roli spectra it is possible to draw 

Kider conclusions than from the expressions <a.8> and (4.9).

The evaluation criteria -For the effectiveness of the 

ship’s instal 1 ati ons, especially useful -For the roli 

stabilizers, are the prcbability functions of exceeding the 

roll amplitudes and the angular roli accelerations. These 

Functions in principle, complement the random distribution 

Function to unity:

p|j<2| > = f(0*)  (4.11)

which:

— probability o-F the rolling ship exceeding the 

»
fixed roll angle .

The properties o-F the criterion (4.11) result directly 
*rDn> the definition o-F a distribution function:

Fj|<£| > Oj = 1 and p j|$ | > ooj = O

The criterion (4.11) is best determined -From experimental 

tests, by special data Processing programmes.

The criterion (4.11) is especially use-Ful for ship 

-signers, because in a simple way, it characterizes the 
ship’s roll motion on the irregular wave. With the aid of 

Criterion (4.11) it is simple to define the limits of the 

ar”=|les (angular accelerations) of the ship’s roll motion. It 

a^ows us ł-o determine the influence of the roll motion on 
ti £Ls~h eguipment installed on board ship, ex. drilling 

s'/stems, handling systems, etc.

•Analysis of the efficiency of roli stabi1ization.

The necessity for using the 

in practice depends on the 

in the futurę. Acccrdingly 
C'lstinguished 1491: 

roll stabilizen on board 

tasks to be realized by the 

two groups of tasks can be
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transportation — understood as displacement of cargo, 

passengers and eguipment with personel and Stores, 

between two points on the sea,
2. sojourn — understood as the stay or the slow motion on 

the sea, of the ship with the aim of completing tasks 

such as loading — unloading, hydrographical, drilling, 

geological, trawling, etc.

The necessity of the ship's roli stabilization, in the 

r-rst group of tasks, is economically justified by the 

reductżon of fuel consumption by the main engines at a given 

speed.

The necessity of the ship’s roli stabilization in the 

second group cf tasks, is censidered justified, if the 

Ur,stabilized ship cannot, due to bad weather cenditions, 

'~-!~xor(n its a.ssinned tasks (due tc the ship exceeding the 

*in»its of the roli a.ngl es and angul ar acceleraticns).

To evaluate the necessity and effectiveness cf roli 

~tabi 1izati on (acsording to the aforementioned aims) , it is 

“9-essary to h=vs at cne’s disposal Icng time progncsis of 

ship’= roli, which as a base, uses the statistical model 

the ship’s operation C621, characteristics of the main 

er'*s2.r'.es  and Information on the sailing economics.

The criteria discussed in the previous sections of this 
chapter, are the only ones used in this study. These 

Criteria are appropriate in evaluating the effectiveness of 

stabilizer, whose installation or. board ship has already 
^©sn preordained, on the basis of economical analysis.



Chapter 5

5. CONTROL ALGORITHMS OF THE VALVES BŁOCKING THE FLUID HOTION

IN THE PASSIVELY—CONTROLLED TANK.

The control of the ship roli stabilizer can be 

c°nsidered a problem of optimal filtering. A stabilizer is 

ne~-ssary to compensate the effects of external disturbances 

'r®QUlar and irregular), which act on the ship. The ship is 

object of control in the roli stabi 1 ization system.

Practically, the problem of control of the ship roli 
stabili2er is not discussed in scientific literaturę. The 

*S~neral theories presented in [16, 211 can be adapted only 

~~ the synthesis of control of active roli stabilizers, 
f- — .
-r-ecially for the stabilizing fins. Similar generał 

theories on this subject can be found in [55, 571. In 

literaturę published by yarious producers C22, 37, 51, 521,

the problem of the passively—control1ed tank*s  control is 

n°t discussed.

In the case of the passively-control1ed tank, when the
c°ntrr)iietj parameter is the natural freguency of the tank, 

is impossible to practically apply the generał theories 
ł°r the control synthesis. For such objects, it*s  difficult 

'find the proper control through pure empirical methods. 

to certain interesting aspects of this problem. this 
C^aPter tries to find the blocking valves control

' ^Drithms, as well to explain 
Ccritroi of the fluid motion.

tank.

phenomena connected with the 

in the passively—control1ed

This algcrithm can be most easily derived from the 
Oh — .
' =ervation of phenomena cccurring in the system ship — tank, 

aim of the algorithm is to determine the moment of 

°sing (t ) and opening (t ) of the valves blocking the 
■f*  1 •

'-Ud motion in the tank.

A properly operating control system should ensure that 
th«a' - stabilizing moment, generated by the tank, counteracts 
ln the opposite direction) the disturbance moment, created 

by i-R '
' -ne sea-sur face. In cne case ot accive staomzers this 
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-Ondition is relatively easy to realize. However, in the 

Case of the passively-control led tank, in which the -Fluid 

'notion occurs only under the influence of gravity, it is not 

always possible to ensure the above mentioned conditions.

1 Certein phenomena occurring during the -Fluid moticn in

the tank.

In the case o-F the -Fluid blocking valves being open, 
th= -Fluicj moves in such a way so as to achieve a horizontal 

k-'5ition. This tendency dc es not depend on the position o-f 

“e ship’s hull. A few such cases are shown in fig. 5.1.

sea1. Different positions of the ship’s hull on the

and their corresponding fluid positions.

the fluid mction in the tank from any

on

the

motion is

ship’s hull

v~n moment to a stable state, depending
^usition of the ship’s hull relative to

°ordinate system, we will notę that the fluid

aracterized by a periodical tendency to achieve a new 
St-ał.

-a-e o-f stability. In real conditions
1
1=» therefore, the stable state of the stabilizing fluid

ccntinuously This can be by the
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Pi =■=*■  -'-2 The time diagrammes of the fluid motion in the 

t an k.

Assuming that the ship’s hull is heeled at a certain 

hgls ancj remains static in this positian, concret 

n'3rences regarding the central of the valves blocking th 
^~id mat i on can be madę.

ID
 ID

During the motion of the stabilizing fluid in the tank 

" Cpen blocking valves (fig. 5.3), there arises a fluid 
6vel difference between the wing sections of the tank.

1 •*"  --3 The time diagramme of the transient processes of 

the stabilizing fluid motion for the static ship’s 

heel angle:

a) for zero initial conditions of the fluid,

b) for non—zero initial conditions of the fluid. 
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The 1 evel of -fluid in the tank changes continuously. If at a 

Certain moment the blocking valves are closed (the tank is 

ln a frozen State), the existing difference between the 
levels of -fluid, which is proportional to the angular 

P°sition c-f the fluid & in the tank, is constant (not taking 

lr»to account the change of the fluid level due to the 

Compressibi 1 i ty of the air),

In this case the tank generates an asymmetric moment 
*-'•17), which acts on the rolling ship. This moment directed 

along (in phase), the action of the exciting moment, 

increases the amplitudes of the ship’s roli. In the opposite 

CQse, when the tank’s moment is directed against (in counter 

Phase) the ship’s roll,its amplitudes decrease.

We can prove that the maximum moment of the tank is 

“jenerated when the difference of the fluid levels between 
the wing sections achieves the greatest value. This happens 

when ^(t>—>max, therefore ■©■ (t) — >0. Independent of the 

aforesaid it is necessary to .interrupt (błock) the fluid 

n’C)ticn, when the fluid level in one wing section reaches it = 

^imum, when |S(t) I > S .
1 1 N

Therefore the condition for freezing the fluid flow, 
le- the closing of the-blocking valves is as follows:

tc = min {t:[£&(t) = o] v £|S(t)| = (5.1)

where: •

~ the moment when the blocking valves should close,
O \

- the tank's saturation angle,
P

~ the vector representing the construction parameters 

of the tank.

The finding of the condition for closing the valves 
C’°es not solve the problem of the synthesis of the control

I- -9°rithm. In particular, it does not solve the problem of 

d'nsrating the proper stabilizing moment by the tank. The 

r°Per stabilizing moment should be directed against (in 

°Unter phase, if it is possible) the ship’s roli exciting 

,no<nent.
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To satisfy the above mentioned condition, it is 

necessary to find a physically realizable algorithm, which 

defines the conditions for the opening of the blocking 

valves. It is also notable that the algorithm (5.1) 

determining the conditions closmg the blocking valves which 

er)sures only the maximization cf the tank’s mement, does not 

ensure the proper action of the tank.

The algorithm which determines the opening of the 
locking valves is the control algorithm of the 

Passively-controlled tank,locked for by us. The closing of 

hlocking valves is in fact only a conseguence cf their 
e=irlier opening.

The control cf the cpening cf the blocking valves 

hereafter the control of the tank) sheuld t a k e i -> t o 
r-Ount two conditions arising from the phenomena of the 

pr°Posed system. They are as follows:

determination of the pessibi1 ities of fluid flow between 

wing sections of the tank; due te the preperties of 

tank, the fluid flow should take place only undar the

Orce of gravity, therefere it is necessary to determine 

~^s conditions of the fluid motion in the required 

direction,

stermination of the necessity for opening the valves, 
thsreby restoring the fluid flow between the wing sections 

the tank, which determines the effect of the change of 
~^s tanks asymmetrical moment on the ship’s roli.

The control algorithm of passively-control1od tank 
hoi 11 _• .

consist of two parts:
^he preconditicn which determines the pessibility of the

motion,

adequate condition which determines necessity of this 
mc}tion.
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The evaluation of the precondition of the opening of the 

•Fluid motion in the passively-ccntrcl 1 ed tank.

It is necessary to find the relationships, which 
determine the relative positions o*  the ship's hull and the 

^rozen -Fluid in the tank, which after the opening of the 

-ocking valves make possible the ^elocation of the -Fluid to 
-he opposite wing section, orły under the influence ef 

"3ravi ty.

Let’ = e"amina four relative positions o-F the ship’s 

and the frozen -Fluid in the tank (fig. 5.4). The 

-'-Jations sbowr in fig. 5.4 take into account all pcssible 
rslative positions of the =hip’s hull and the frozen fluid, 

e<cspt for the stadle position determined by the conditions: 

= 0 and & = 0.

above mentioned statement is correct, because the 
rdnning values of the angles <p and £> are not impcrtant. 

^hportant are their signs only (positive or negative).
Ą_

*~°rding to the fig. 5.4, we see that in the case of the 
Si ł*■Ł-'-iations described in fig. 5.4a and 5.4b, the opening of 

valves does not cause the looked for fluid motion. This 
ls due to the fact that the ship is heeled to the side 

VMeighted down by the column of fluid.

Therefore the disadvantageous relative position of the 

1 and the frozen fluid in the tank is determined by the 

e>'Pression:

ót = ft: C<£(t)-e(t) > 01} (5.2)

ere ó (R) defines the time gate (time delay) for which the 
rel sł. • 1

iation R is true.

The advantageous influence of gravity is shown in fig. 
'J*̂ c and 5.4d. These situations a^e characterized by the 
tims gate:

[<£(t)-S(t> < Ol (5.3)
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c). d).

F i r. «=• «
d"'-’-4. The different relative positions o-F the ship’s hull 

and the frożen -Fluid in the passi vely-control led 

tank.

The time gate ó t as defined by the expression (5.3)
Ca

ke called the energy precondition for the opening of the 

L!lc’ flow between the wing sections o-F the tank.

S.T Tł,
- me evaluation of the adeguate condition for the opening 

the fluid motion in the passively-controlled tank.

The passively-controlled tank with valves blocking the 

fluid motion is an example of the plant with 

arisPorting delay. The flow of fluid from one wing section 
tg ar-u.

■‘■-juher is not a timeless (infinite) process. It is a
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finite process, which can be 

determined as half the period of 

fluid, in the tank. Therefore:

sufficiently accurately

the free motion o-F the

n0.5 (5.4>

^here r defines the transport time of stabilizing -Fluid from 

One wing section to another.

The opening o-F the -Fluid flow, after the detection of 
the disadvantageous action of the tank’s asymmetrical moment 

ls a delayed reaction. The tank would generate the desired 

asymmetrical moment only after a time t. It can be noted 
^^at additionally, in this case,the energy preccndition <5 t 

ls not satisfied; there^ore change of the asymmetrical 

^menfs direction is not possible.

Therefore, it is necessar-y to open the fluid flow in 

tank with a certain prediction time; only then can we 
S--Pect the precondition 6 t to be fulfilled and the change

the asymmetrical moment’s direction will then take place

■* tne proper time.

Let us assume that the value of the ship’s roli angle
at moment t -»- At (At > O), ie. the value <f> (t + At), is
^nown at moment t.

^t>en the condition for opening the fluid flow can be 

Ss-ribed by the following expression:

t = min Hs 10 (t + AT)-S(t) >03^ (5.5)
o 1 J

expression (5.5) shows that for the moment t + At the 
Snh’s action be disadvantageous. If At > O, then the energy 

--ondition 6 t is satisfied at the same time.
E

To ensure the optimal prediction time for fluid 

" °Cation, it is necessary to predict the ship’s behavior 
for a

= t. Therefore the condition for opening the fluid 

in the passively-controlled tank can be finally written 
follows:

t = min 10 (t + t) &it> > 03 o * (5.8)
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^•4 The possibi1 ities of predicting the ship’s roli angle.

The prediction of the ship’s behavior at sea is net a 

simpie problem and is difficult to realize. For example, 

Paper [5] presents a comple:< theory -For such a prediction, 
based on the use o-F the Wiener—Kolmogorov -Filter.

Several realizable algorithms which make possible the 

prediction of the ship's roli angle are presented below.

'■'•4.1 The prediction o-F the ship’s roli angle using*Taylor ’s

estrapolation method and Butterworth’s -Filter i n

filtering the signal.

The determination of the futurę values o-F the 
processing variables is cne o-F the basie problems of 

en'3ineering today. The prediction of the above vari ab1 es 

akes possible in many cases the realization of optimal or 

-Ub-optimal control.

The problem of prediction, in our case, can be 
f°rmm ated as foliowe:

Dr> the basis of Information on the course variable, in 

the previous time interval, we should evaluate the 

corresponding Butterworth’s approximaticn (determination

the prefiltered magnitude); this algorithm is 
in C353,

^is approximation is extrapolated, expanding it 

Taylor’s series.

described

into the

5.5.illustrated by the fig.

d>(t) Butterworth’s ęfr(t) Taylor ’ s
’-x------ - ----- Filtrati on ---------z---------Extrapolation

Algori thm Algorithm

0(t+T>

^j.5 Obtaining the value of the predicted ship s

roli angle.
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obtain the value

Taylor’s series

<£(t+r) we e::pend the approximation into 

in the following form:

0(t

n
* r) = ^(t)-^- (5.7)

i. =O

Of course the accuracy and quality of the prediction 
d<2Pends on the number of terms in the seri es. A larger 

hUmber of terms makes the prediction morę accurate. Practice 

shQws that it is possible to measure easily the angle or the 

an'?Jlar velccity of the ship’s roli, rarely is it possible 

~ measure the angular acceleraticn. For each of the above 

*«it is ssisy to fnessur"© or" cslculste the 
^-Howing magnitudes: angle, angular velocity and angular 

a'~-eleration of the ship's roli. Therefore we must limit the 
nt • mk-noer of terms of the series <5.7? te three and we obtain:

0<t + T) - *<t)  + (5.S)
dt “ dt2

The formula (5.8) concerns the measurement of the angle

In case of the measurement of the angular velocity the 
Sc>r- ,•1es <5.7? can be written in the following form;

t *r

0<t +t> = I <£(t)dt + T <ji(t) + -I— d (5.9)

J dt
Ł

Determining the prediction <£(t+T), from the formula 
(
u-9) We avoid the necessity to take into account the value 

Of 4-u,
ne constant angle <£, which arises due to faulty loading. 

l"ha c-K •
- snip’s roli stabilizer therefore, will not react to the 

DriS'ant angle 0, which is considered the correct solution 
°f tKrhe problem.

The structure of the predictcrs (5.8) and (5.9) is in 
Orinr-- -i

-1Ple consistent with the structure of the controllers: 
^D2

'"for the form <5.8)) or PID (for the form (5.9)).
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Therefore the predictor, in this case can be found in 
the structural class PIDD2. Such a structure is not 

difficult to realize.

Algorithrt of the real regulator PIDD"~

0(t + T> = P0(t) (5.10)

D ll^(t) - 18^>(t -At) + P^tt - 2 At) - 2<£(t - 3At) /ćAt +

D* * Iz

2
The real control ler PIDD can be realised through the 

Street digttal control techniąue in the form of the 

f°llowtng algorithrn;

" Position algorithrrt, in which the actual signal front the 

regulator is the actual control signal,

• speed algorithrrt, tn which the regulator calculates the 

a-c tual tncrenuent of the control signal relattue to the 

preutcus signal.

It was dectded that we design a speed algorithrrt, which 
ls dertued directly front it's basie structure, therefore, 

^x'Crr>- the position algorithrrt. The position struć turę has the 

f°Howing fornt:

^0(t) - 5^>(t - At) + 4<£(t - 2At) - <f(t - 3At) /At ,

^re.-

' HAt; At — period of signal sampling <f>CtD,
I y’ ’^»D — gain coeffictents for the ch.an.nels:

proportinal, integrattonal, first and second 

deriuatiues.

Due to practical calculattons, as well as for the

>^=>se of reduction of the sensittuity of the algorithrrt, 
the

Cct-lculation of the deriuatiues was done on the basis of 
the 7 r

Le,ft differences approximat ton with four point smoothing 
C21J .



0(t) = |~11<£<t) —180(t—At)+90(t—2At) —2<£(t—3At) J Z 6 At = 

=-£p j?0(t) + 4v20(t) + iv30(t)J

(5.11)
0(t) = ^20(t) —50( t—At)+40(t—2At) —0( t —3At) 1 ZAt2 =

1 F 2 3 "1= ——- 7 0(t) + 7 0(t)
At2 L J

^re/cre the speed algorithm. of the struć turę PIDD2 takes 
4foliowing for nu

0<t + T) - ^lt + T) _ + t - A ) = pL(t) _ 0(t _ At)] +

+ IAt0(t) + ~ 70't - At)J + i[v2^(t) - 720(t -

' At)l + ^p73<£(t - 730 (t - At)]] + r^0(t) -
J J J At2 L

" v20(t - At)] + p730(t) - v3(t - At)]], (5.12)

re t?xe tntegrating element is best recclized on Łh.e bosis

^be Adam's metbod 121J:
t

J^(t)c!t lAt p(t)-«-^V<?!>(t)+|^V2^(t)+|v30(t)+^|^7*< :i>)
(5.13)

The Butterworth sine low pass filter 

The Butterwcrth sine Iow pass fil ter 
^^^ature [353 — is not only one of the 

°r'd&r^ j- •r f^-lters auai labie but also one 

foatures of this fil ter as

as deseribed

most strupie high, 

of the mest effec11ue. 

wel l t he dynami c

which.

The souare o-f the module of the sine transfer 
°/ th

But terworth fil ter is described as follows:
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7 1
|H(f) I = ---------------------------------------- . (5.14}
1 ' P ■ / r aa. x T 2M

1 + lslncntAt) I 
Isin(rcf At > I
*- o J

^here

% ~ the cut off freąziency of the ftlter,

M ~ order of the fil ter C the number of poles).

The practtcal realtsatton of thts ftlter is relattuely 

stm.pie, It ts based on the well known principle, that any 
h-tgh order ftlter can be reahsed as a casca.de ftlter, whtch 

ls madę up of ftrst and second order filters connected tn 

c^<itn.. Frcm. thts the eąziation of the nt-Łh ccnstttuent ftlter 

the followtng form.:

y* m)(t) = b y<’"~lł(t)-a y<m>(t—At)—a y<n”(t-2At) (5.15)
Łm o Im im Im 2m tm

1<Aere;

r~<O >
Im = y (t), y<p>(t) = y (t); P = M/2 when M is euen

Ł m Im Im

P = (M+I>/2 when M ts odd,

~ the constant coef ftctent, the same for all elements of 

the cascade ftlter,

im’ = 1,...,P) — the coefftctents of the stne ftlter,2m
<i'^ere> j-y then the last P-th coefftctent ts a =0.

2p

The coef ftctents a and a as well as b are 
c J J im 2m O

Q^lated accordtng to the Otnes algortthm. E353.

It is necessary to prove that -For such a complex 

ucture of the prediction device, it is possible to obtain 
9 prediction time according to the expression (5.4) and to 

Se PlD ar FDD2 structures (dependant on the measurement 
^DssI bi 1 i ti es o-F the process variables) for the control of 
the r, .

Passively-control1ed tank.
We will prove the case of the PDD2 structure (during 

the m
'"Sasurement of the ship roli angle for the reguł ar 

C i ł» • moment.

casca.de
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Wtth. stifftcient acczuracy we can approximate the roli cf 
the shtp stabtlized by the passi.vely-control.led tank on 

^Szitar wazie to a harmonie one Ca morę preci.se explanatton 

ts given in chapter 7.3.33, whtch can be expressed by the 

&Qzati on:

0't) =0 sin(w t

tohere;

0
a 0 <p

/ *2  2 2 ~ 2 2 2 1
W + — CO )

E 0 E
O

t w . w0 0 E
O

2 
<A>0 £

Accordtng to the expressvon (5.8) and tisir. 
P^ediction of angle 0(t ■*•  r) can be /ormulated:

Psin (w t-ó) + Dco cos(u t-ó) + Du sin (co t— ó) 
e — - — —

0 CO
0

1 
w

(5.17)

0

P«0,D
angle

the

Af ter compoundtng the harmonies we get:

sin (co t-ó+cr)
E

preci.se
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Converting Łhe prediction tcme t gizten fcy Łhe 

&xP^ression (5.4) to Łhe correspcnding prediction angle o:

co • n

Therefore to obtain Łhe searched for prediction Łime it 
ls necessary to choose Łhe static gain values P,D,D2 in such. 

a u>ay so tha-t Łhey satisfy Łhe relation:

E
arctg (5.20)

s examine Łhe expression (5.20) in resonance (co = co ). 
e <b 

Tb °
'e frepnency of Łhe passtvely-controlled tank is chosen, 

°I'ć'<-nę.ri ly, as Łhe highest frepuency occuring dziring Łhe 
s "LPs operation. This usual ly brings zis to Łhe dependence 

e (1.5, 2) co. . Let's accept Łhe higher -ualzie: co. = 2co.

recetue frorrt C5-. 2OJ>:

Dco ,

= arctg
P + D2co2

(5.20a)

Łhe epziation (5.20a) is to be fulfilled Łhen Łhe 
E» 2 2a r + D u) . should. 5e zero ctnd D should not bo eoual to

Anctlysing (5.20) cznd (5.20a) th.o followtn^ conclusions 
ari rna.de:

CŁJ
Łhe a.chievement of searched for prediction Łime r,

~ determined by Łhe expression (5.6) is possible for Łhe 

frep-uencies of Łhe ship’s roli; Łhis is true for Łhe 

^esonance, directly from Łhe expression (5.20a); for 

Łhe whole rangę of frepuencies, Łhis will be done in 

bbce digital and physical simulation process ichapter 8)

rna.de
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the static gatn coefftcient in channel <f Cangular 

ueLoc i. ty.2 must be different from. zero,

t ls posstble to have an tnftnite combtnation of 
. 2

setttngs of P,D,D in tAe respecćiue c?icxnn.els of t.h.e 

predtc t i on structure, which enswre different 

prediction times,

in case of D2 h.avtng a post tt ve uaLzie, then the 

coefftcient P should be negattue and vice z>ersa.

The a.bove mentioned hypothesis of the prediction cf the 
sh in’“*■ - roli angle as well as the short proof which shows the 
°ssibilities of its applications wers develcped using 

3rtain simplifications.

Therefcre it is necessary to lock at this analysis 

ri~1-ally, in the sense that it is a starting point for 

'u~stion experiments. During these experimentss using 
s*- •

ic optimization procedures it is necessary to choose the 
d'ln coefficients P, D and D2 for ccncrete conditions.

j. 4 O r->*rrediction of the ship’s roli angle using the Kalrnan

■filter and the k—step Kalman's predictor.

In the last few years, we have seen the development
Or>trQi methods based on the theory, developed by a group 

Afftcir- ■ _
■ ‘can scientists in the 1960’s. These methods based

of

of

on
°Ptim 1-■mai contro! with minimal variance, k-step prediction and 
On—i i _

-me variable Identification. These methods make possible 
ttlR K-j-, . .

~ reaiization of complicated control algorithms. Today 
Stjr-K -

" ' Algorithms can be realized due to the use of cooiputers.

Freęentecj below is an application propositicn of an 
Orioi ,

=*nal  methcd developed to control the work of the 
Pasę, ,

-vely-control1ed tank’s blocking valves.

The starting point is the development of the model of 
the «=

system’= dynamics to synthesize the Kalman filter. The 
^Odei

1 of the system ship — tank is derived directly from the 
®®t of equations (3.13) and is as follows:
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^2

o-f the ship’sThe model
roi1 . .

A Dynamics, the motion o-f the -fluid in the tank as well

ynamic disturbances

n'’>«a c
" =imply written as:

cen be



5?

Cx3 =

" Aii<4’4) : K (4,2) ‘
: 21

[xi + DCni, (5.22)

O (2,4) Ś A (2,2)
* ‘ 22 J

where.

błock sub matrix describing the associated dynamice
of the ship and tank.

22 błock sub matrix describing the disturbance

formulating filter from the Gaussian wbite noise, 
ję

21 ~ sub matrix scaling the colored noise, inputting into 

the object,
0
. zero sub matriK,
X- Y. _  ,

the respective vectors; the derivatives of the 

state variables and the state variabl.es defined as 

fol1ows:

\ -------> 0
x -------> d>

2

X _____> &
a

x ------- > &■*
x±f-------> -First coordinate ot the formulating filter,

x2{-------> second coordinate of the formulating filter.

The formulating filter was chosen CS73 in such a way so 
To map, with the help of rational functions the
'-trum. 
follOws.

The form of the transfer function of the

Hq<s>

wh6r
D _

n2<s>

O.

variat ion of the sea wave, as 

random process with a average

ergodi c

2

coefficients of the filter

coefficient of? kf

A i ~ Gaussian white noises of zero aver
. 2 2

respective variations of X and

the formulating filter

valu°.

variabl.es
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The model (5.21) describes the dynamice o-f the ship’s 

the ości 11ations o-f the -Fluid in the tank and extemal 
^sturbances in the -form o-F a set o-f six -First order 

^if-f erenti al equations. The description o-f the states: 

®Ssive and -frozen can be obtained -From the -Following:

~ Tor the passive state
__ o

~ O -For the -frozen state.

Due to the control o-f the passively-control1ed tank, it 

important to estimate the objecfs state vector, in the 
r°2en state o-f the system. There-Fore the model (5.21) is 

>reatly simplified. Further si-npl i-fi cat i cn can be derived 

•om the -fact that the value o-F the inertia ccupling 
Co&Tficient s, in-f luences the dynamice o-f the system ship — 

-ively—ccntrol1ed tank in a very smali way £20,612.

Tbere-fcre assumption s — O is justi-Fied especially 
bgr- -.

'='S° the -filter structure is constant. A-Fter such 
sii-•PI if ication the model (5.21) can be -formuł ated as:

r r

X 0 1 0 0 0 Xi

X
2 

-co . ; -2/3 . 0 ; k , co X
2 2

X =
3 0 0 0 o 0 X

3

X . 0 O o 0 1
1 f If

X O 0 o - Ict 4-/3 ; —2ct Xof
2 f

■ ■ «
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OOO

1OO

OOO

001

ir,tr

ł*x

%

The white noise in the third eguation of (5.20), was 

duced sc as to avoid zero valu.es of the Kalman filter’s

ector, from the state variable x . The model (5.24) i 
tOn-ł- j _ 3

-1nuous model. w^ich contains a few inconveniences 
the ,

~~nstruction of the Kalman filter. Due to this it
^Ost
intj

a discrete model using the methcd given 
i

■~Crete model is obtained as follcws:

continuous model (5.24) 

in £211. The

(5.25)

k k

The second eguation 
°f ,

of the model is an eguation

and t> k
we

i s the vector o-F~utP’-its (measurements)
meaSur

ement noises. In the system
1 th

05 roll an<3le and angul ar position of the

Qr (the second possibility) the angular veloaities of 
r

A1 and fluid motion in the tank.
*n the first case the matrix C takes the following form

measure two outputs;

-Fluid in the

ahrj i
h the second one:

roi oooi
100100J

T 00001 
ooiooj

valu.es
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Now it js eaSy tc detsrmine the value of the gain 
^atri \* r' ■» o+the stationary Kalman filter’s corrector. This
matriv • -‘ - is abtained through the digital solution cf the 
Pi

~Cati’s discrete equation C7, 162, where the input data

~ the slements cf the matri?< F,b and C and C .
1 2 A

The estimated values of the state vectcr x , 
'Sed „ k

now -for k—step prediction. The algorithm 
PrgH-i r-ł-

-c-Cr can be easily determined C7, 163, and in 
Of ł-h^

' e model (5.23) bas the -Form;

can

of

the

be

the

case

(5.26)

Due to the impcssibi1 ity tc mea.sure 
weil

* es due to measurement noises) it is

the vector Th er. we -Fin

the vectc?r

best tc repl

ally obtain:

(5.26a)

3 ~® — hows the błock dia^ranwne o-*-  the 
e r-a

~s“ the measurement c-f the ship's

ccntrol systse

roli angle and

the -Fluid in the tank.

a*6  General błock diagraeme for control o-F the ship’s roli 

stabilizing system using the passively-control1ed 

tank.
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Comments on the control o-f the passi vely—control led tank

Frcjm the above assumptions we can see that there are 

/ wąys to solve the control algorithm of the 
3se-vely—control1ed tank. Fig. 5.7 shows the generał błock 

Cji ar4
»' aronie for control of the passively-control 1 ed tank.

The passively-controlled tank is a special type of
3 r*  4- ■
l'1~rc’lling stabilizer, which does not consume energy from

Dnh.-j,,, .
□ sources. This means the stabilizer is placed between 

f mi i..
'~y active and fully passive stabilizers. Due to the fact 

the passively-control1ed tani is ccntrolled in some 
Waye - . .
'~’ -- is necessary to determine the relations between the

ceni----, ,oi ałgorithms of the
~-iv= stabilizers. This

C'nc1-usions.

passively-control1ed tank and 

leads to very interesting

- as the starting point we accept the idea of "an 
i - 1

a~ sctive stabilizer" defined as in £552, then the 
Ccnt-r--.

* -1 unit of such a stabilizer is realized as the linear
S —i a • «■'“•atior; o-F: the roli angle, angular velocity and angular

CSiSration of the ship roli.
Thic ,

“ ieads to the control of the ideał stabilizer, accordmg 
tp K 2

ns principia FDD (during angle measurement>. If we

~~p~ that the differential eguation describing the 
dyn

^ics of the ship’s roli motion, in it:‘s simplest form is

"22<£ + "2.ft .Có . d' + U if>=U C. d> d> d> E
o o o

hti ł-R.- .-r,-s is rji_!e to the fact (with zero initial conditions):

1 -2 .1
O < t) = ------- + 2/? , W . + w

o . v O O J
Vo

(5.27)

(5.28)

Prom the eauation (5.28) we can conclude that the 
Str,Jrł. 2 ’

'-cure FDD is in principle an observer (estimation 
1 ap) t}

? of the running values of the effective wave slope. 
ere’fQre the control o*  the ideał ship’s roli stabilizer is



signal
•open valvesł

Extreme controller 
of the stabilizing 

fluid level

signal
1close valves

Fig.5.7. The błock diagramie for control the blocking 
valvos in the passively-controlled tank.
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ore
Str

the

opposite ta the effective wave slope

conclude that the optimal settings of

will change depending on the disturbing

oniy

ct . We can E
the FDD2

set dependent on the roi1 angle plays a 

during Iow freguencies, 

for freguencies close to resonance the control 

be in counter the ship’s

mai n

should

^C)r high freguencies, the main role is played

oontrol, in counter phase to the ship’s roli 

Accelerati on.

Sion

wave, but

stabi1ization

by the

ossi ble

ta know

commcn

rom the discussion about

v-ly-controlled tank, we can conclude that in 
of

s Application cf Taylor’s ex trapolator
CQhtr i

■ algorithm realizes the principle of "the ship

stabi1iz

Pa
the control

the

o-F

the

the

case

suggested

central. We should remember however that
-r.r,

control of
c 1/e^y~controlled tank, 

lunir)
"Hi©

the fluid flow in the

we cannot in Fluence the fluid

any given moment

fluid flow dęcides

of the

possible

analogi cal ly

asymmetrical

gi ven

pQssibiiity of changing the

the tank. Due to the fact that this 
p Satlsfied always,

a£siv .
es*.  xy controlled

c-l *-er.  An analysis of the Information
‘sPter o .

enables as tc assume that the tank, 
1'-Or(j; _

to the algorithms described above, 

suboptimal binary algorithm of the ideał 

Shi active
P^in9 today,

cj -
~ iceal stabi lizer". There+ore

t!~°l ai -
al9orithms

a

tabilizers (active tanks and fins!, used in

described above

to the
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anks realize principle of 

c°ntrQi.
"the binary ideał stabilizer"

the control algorithms of the passively-controlled 
tanp ■

■ usmg filtration and ship’s roli angle prediction, are

vcilent to the algorithm of control in counter phase to 
e sturbance, then it is possible to use the optimal 

a^s fsed—back controller algorithm. for cont—cl of th
f) C; o i 1

~ vely-control 1 ed tank. This algorithm is based en th
^aPtation of 

fil’aO1~ithm was

daPtation of

others

the principle, described in £462 

used in active stabilizing fins 

the optimal control algorithm

in E16, 211:

U
l ID I

D

where thi 

control. The 

as described

u(t) = kTx(t> , (5.2?)

Qr ł-Ho
- P^ssiv=ly—controlled tank is simple. If the si znal 

!'t) H X '
U9termines the optimal control of the continuously 

P ®r *
-lng ship roli stabilizer, then its use, in the control

,f th« ' '
~ Passively—controlled tank can be realized as:

the other words, the replacement of the continuous 
’ -f1thm by the bistate algorithm leads to the replacement 

f. s Value u(t) by the value $(t+T) (vide fig. 5.7).
1 h© r-

~°ntrol hypcthesis (5.30) of the passively-control1ed 

be checked experimentally during simulation tests 
chepter E)<

synthes£s of tho r&gulator- t-\jpo 

c. model gtven. by t.te exp2'esston

fornala (5.24).
^•24) .
.■ Łn Ib.e synthest

Ł £ Ą. ■
- Dynamics of

29) ts bas&d.

th.6 regu l a tor

t ank dni' l ng ■ualwes operation.

£# vs test to estimate 
°^Ponen.

( c and exc 11 em&n t, and. t o
Łc[te .

, ^ariabl,

t^, u»e can avoid th.e
e Kalrru^n filt&r.

) .

mffasure

neccesi£y

componerd &

cont in-uosly



Chapter 6

’ THE PROBLEMS OF THE

F'ASSIVELY-CONTROLLED
STABILITY 0F THE

TANK.

SYSTEM: SHIP

The problem of the stable operation of the ship roli
I") •

~ lvely-controlled tank stabilizer ha= to be examined from 
two Points:

^eoretical — which bas as its aim the definition of the 

jeneral stability conditions, for example : the 
Cj r> •
“ ermxnation oF the rangę cf settings, of the prediction

- ucture PDD (PID) and the tank dimensicns (parameters) 

~ch would ensured the stable operation of system,

Bchnic=l — whżch leads to the selection of the stable
j —1

structures as well as tank parameters, through 
'ctical tests and suitably directed simulation 

ej!pSriments.

6.
ation of the problem oc the system’s theoretizal

stability.

^t>e formułati on cf the 
sVst

~m js not dif-ficui■£. In 
theDr

thsoreti cal

the linear

the method of root

stability of

systems stability

position ((modes)

the i on cf the characteristic eguation, in other words

'-tigation of the stability ex definition. There also 
mnemo-technical methods (for example Ruth 

1Qn» Mihailov criterion, Nyguisfs criter:
Hurwi tz

- '•1Cns.
explicit answer to the guestion of the stability 

This answer is independent of the external

is the characteristic of linear
emS).

herl In the case
^^Cti n -

dai " n’j the many types and subtypes, the explicit 
*nation of stability conditions,

+ ict'li- T.
-• ihe non—linear system stability,

-Ues the external disturbances
Srtinat--

C1^n of the solution for a certain class of inputs
3 nQt Sril

=>Jive the problem generally.

the

of ncn-linear systems momentarily

much morę

dependent on

therefare,the

a
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The generał-purpose method for all cases (in literaturę 
We X; ,

ma about 30 different definitions of the stability of 
non—ij„

Jnear systems C16, 211), of the evaluation of
^On — l -i

*inear system stability, is to prove that in the case of 
the i •

iimited input the system, output is also limited. This

-«ticn is understood in such a way ,that, if ę (t)
^olizes the i—th coordinate of the state vector, or the

'Dr system output, then £(t) is limited, when for the 
tiflje x

~ *=  (v, oo) the following condition is satisfied:

p f i ni te

r L(t>

eonstant.

< R, (6.1)

There exists a whole rangę of metheds t 
^r~bl ta

~ -ro (Lapunov’s methods, phase space method
Qt~> I“ siytical solution of this problem comes

connected with the pe

whol

*'assively-control led tank system.This is a 

~ ->"011 oh parameter. - Therefore the contr 

doe= not have the typical
'hrOuoh

jn an energy flow.

arametric systems, the control

* roini mai consumption of energy

of this

character of

'-ńth
of which, is

does not yet have a 
i r- ’

1ently developed theoretical base.. Attempts are being 

-o formułate such a theory £281.
y**

only the problem of local stability of the
— t t 1 Ał*  i 

Sm Ł1°ns in periodic changing parameter Systems
~lved T. .

* ,r>is stability can be determined for such a 
Dr>ly rj) ■ 
h6(a1 . '4ring operation in non—zero initial conditions. The 

ł-L. test of the ship is such a situation, but even in 
nis Ca

Ss the following relationship is not satisfied:

harmonie

has been

th
^<t) = oe(t +

e
The

the control parameter is not a periodic one.

roethod presented above

th&
St < r-, . -

' = 3 - i on O"^ t*̂e  1 i mi i on of 
'"^tation of the system input

is connected with 

and in cur case is

(6.2)

the

al so



Fig.6.1. The phase trajectory of the ship stabilized by passively- 
controlled tank; the results of numerical simulation in 
regular waves.
Wave slope angle - 1.5°, wave freguency - 0.499 rad/s



Fig.6.2. The phase trajectory of the ship stabilized by passively 
contro lled tank; the results of numerical simulation in 
irregular bearn seas.
Sea state: h. . = 4.5 m, T = 9.35 s
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^"ficult to realize. The analytical solution of this 

PTqH ] ca
demands the description of all the non—linear 

si <a-ments of the system, for example, with the help of the

E- harmonie method. As in fig. 5.7 the quantity of 
hon—i, _

-msar elements ir the system is great, uh ich makes the 
S-ng’ v.l ■

solution cf the problem practically impc-ssibls. 
fin .

a~--tional difficulty is the fact, that the 
p \

'■'ei y—control 1 ed tank in operation is a dynamie
ntn-.j .
h -near plant charasterized by the non—1inearity type 
dyr,£^ic limitation”.

Por the initial 
fig.A i

*- and 6.2 show 
thS CK-

niP» stabilized 
'h*  -
' s5Ular (fig 6.1)

orientation of the system’s operation, 

the course of the phase trajsetories of 

by the passively—controlled tank, on 

and irreguł ar (fig.6.2) wave.

the case of the system eitcitsd by a sinusoidal 

. ” we car sse that the system’s cperation, is
Cb£racł. .

-erioed by a stable limit cycle. Duri.no the excitation 

~ -ystern by an irregular signal, the phase trajectory 

~ r°Uing ship runs through a limited area, therefore,

~ °sciliatrjry motion of the ship can be qualified as 

■ Periodic vibrations C2BJ.

the above Information
^asSiVQ,
5 /SiV~c:ontrol led tank can be a system

system

whose

ship

>, ' ~DIe> but this can not be prov?d
here-f

.. " ~reJ it is necessary to ensure the stability
ystem

*r‘ another way.

explicitly

of the

Th => .
~ technical possibi1ities 

^^^^tion of the system.
of ensuring the stable

F7rom a technical point of view, 

bej Q_f the system ship — passive
^i Vj r*c-.  _i .

§) ~~-d into the following:
"h 5 c: +• * .

--able cperation, of the roli

the problem of the

ly-controlled tank can

~u —nsur= a or03*- rorlur^i r>r> n-C 

-cale of the roli reduction can

stabilization system,

be observed on the

Duri.no


asi the

eri on (4.6))
b)

the mini.mai reduction
Sb

righting moment caused

t)

i on of the it secures

reduction of the

~P> which is a. 
Psi the ship,

flow in the tani

th ID
 ID ID

the

* ni
-2 means, that

reduction

synthesis of the control based on the

^t

U Ir,.

si.mulat i on of the

the eta

problem.

wi th

of

amplitudes the
"i = ed sh 

a-lized
(someti mes level« than

The guality of

the

deteriorates. Due to the fact, that the
on prccedures used in the control synthesis

xati 
$re

eliminates the excessive increase of the

also eli

thi
Ship

th„

The cases of unstability of the

--iminated automatically.

-imitations, due to the classification 
t^ken 

is has

Theso

into account in designing the tank

limit on

moment of the stabilizer. This ensures

have

max i mum

the

arbility '
operation of the required

These ruies, limit the geometrical

°f the tank (passive and passively-controlled), 

the guantity ot fluid in the tank. The stabilizer

in the form of its

cristic: the stabilizer wave slope capacity.
'c'rdinr.

C;,,. J to the rui es of classif ication, the wave slope 
City of s

stabilizer cannot eitceed
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Alt
Jn this limitation is 

tank stabilizers it
<~>X xi____ ... . .

one

connected

meti on.

a

the

the

f >~ee

Qf

A (GM) _ t^tj 
“GM AGM

o o
<6.3)

b6(a . ^orm,Jla (6.3), ezpresses the relaticn of 

J moment to the ship’s righting moment.
2o..JhB

Sas--"" the Eh

_ / controlled tank generates

e to high amplitudes of

» -t is designed, so as

tanks a

the stabi1izing

,r'erSx 
"•tac, 

Sas...

redu.ce the

We can see frcm this

>ab i
V controlled tank causes dec^ease the

"-ihg moment of the ship, in ccmparison to the pas=ive 
~^erefcre, the installation of a passively-ccntrol 1 ed 

doQt-
~ not greatly deteriorate the ship's stability. 

Wg
~ hould now analyz

bid fi^
T*ow

uid ka be a
f Si 1 .

'•ank
^Ar,k

toi
Of
1.

’"hen it

cas
Drdlnarv

e extreme cases of failure of

cc.ntrol in the passively-controlled tank, as this 

source of danger to the ship. Two e::treme cases 

are:

■ is not possible to close the blocking valves; in 

'3e the passively—controlled tank behaves like a

5.

of high natural freguency;

Hiete soluti on of the problem of stability 
®ycł_

m ship - passive
*n«lysic
tv • 1S Ccn-ained in
'Pir=l .

shapes of the
-f.
~ ?biiity conditions are

hs?n it -
15 not possible to

•i 1 e ł k .
uh ^ifference between
ln9 Serł-

utions is at its greatest. In this case

tank can be found in E551.

the book, it seems that

of

From

the

the

the

all

U-tube passively-controlled tank

ful fi 1led.

open the blocking 

the levels of fluid

valves

i n the
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netessary to treat the tank as a source o-F ccntinuous 

h^eling moment; this does not however endanger the ship.

Blję A. -
uo tne system not being hermetical1y tight, there exists 

' ~ertain loss, of the difference between the levels in the 
^ino er* -ections of the tank. Moreov=r it can be observed that, 
nder the condition that the tank moment is limited to the

' e— recommended by the above mentioned 
«...this break-dowr does not endanger the 

In £
■fcTJ» we find an criginal method to 

n^itions for the ship to capsize. This coul 

analyeis of the results of the fluid
!Tlgxi

classification 

ship.

determine the 

d be applied in 

blockage in the
•Tal positicn.

The analysis of the problem of the stable oparatior. of 
the ki

■ '-'•‘•ocking valves, can be considered as follows. The
-1 •e' ysis of the contrcl algorithm shows that the unstable

-tlen of the valves cou.lt! take place.
1 • n ■ ’

lr-ctly after the blocking of the fluid flow, if this 
^lockage happened due tc the fluid reaching the maitimufn 

^'Qsition (saturation angle 4? ) but not due to the acticn 
N

Ct the e:;treme regulator. In this case, the condition for 
tb »ie opening of the valves will be fulfilled, soon after 
their closing. etc.,

2. d.
lrectly after the release of the natural fluid flow in 

tank (the opening of the valves>; in this situation 
the condition for the closing of the valves will be 

^Ifilled at once, etc.

In both these cases the stable operation of the valves 

er)sured by suitably delaying their next action.In the 
I *~st

case, the opening of the valves can start only after

~t'jn change of the ship’s roli angle value <£(t).

th

second case, it 
-hdant on the non—zero 

-f 1 . - •
L,id motion ó(t).

is necessary to enforce delay, 

value of the angular velocity of



We can see that the generał problem o-F the stability o-F 

e Passively-controlled tank is

suestion open, we notę from

the installation ox the passively-controi led tank 
nPt i +-•ntroduce into the system, elements o-F the ship’s 
unstaK., ,.

di-Fficult to solve. Leaving 

the facts mentioned abcve,

does

roli



Chapter 7

7-^ODEL experiments.

The actual state of knowledge of passive tanks, allows 
Us i- n .

~ uetermine the amplitudę freguency characteristic of 
thę ę-u •

-ip stabilized by this tank, when we know the 
Parameters.

łcrms
Normally these characteristics are shown

<pci a <a')

tank’s

i n the

(7. 1)

the ship’s roli ampli tude

a=const

~ the wave slope amplitudę

M°st of the
Crdin, .

rUy defined by the ship's designer
St9rmination is

e-ars (damping coefficient of the fluid motion 

■freguency in non-typical constructicns and 

way - the inertia coupling 

sufficiently accurately,
Culation.
thiis case

tank geometrical on es

not difficult. However some of

tank’s

asfineci

tai

coefficient) cannot be

theoretically

however experimentally.

can also investigate the influence of the

They can be determined

we

of the tank, during high amplitudę values of

■fluid.

the

' Stabilizing

H1*'-Periments conducted on ship’s models, 
th®stab • ■

x^izing tank on regular and irregular

S1bility of directly determining
S *nstallation in the ship’s hul 1. The 

Sblar wave, directly determines 

irifQ * anc* the enperiments on
^ion about the ship's 

«nd loading conditions.

above mentioned steps are however troublesome 
'1 y

§6,, ’ ar,d the obtained results are difficult
rali2e.

the

the

eguipped with

waves give

the

on

wave, give

motion, in concrete

and

the
cor.du:

-eparated tank with the aid of a special

cradle (the bench test mechanism) [<S43.
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The u
- aasis of these e::periments, is that 

~n^ is placed on the self—aligning 

dpisfn, which is in harmonie motion
rj p

Trequency. During this motion, the
Zdr—hu'Qynamic fcrces caused by the -Fluid

«xis and the phase

^echanism motion)

angle (between 

are measured.

the model of the 

table of the bench 

of constant amplitudę 

tctal moment due to 

flow relative to the 

this moment and the

-■f the tank’s motion is in the form:

0(t) — <p sin ut

'^Sn +- u
-ne hydrodynamical 

^lał..-.
~-ve to the roli axis

!* = 
H

r-lstionships:

(7.2'
0 =consŁ

moment of t K e “Fluid reaction,

can be written as:

sin (cot
M

(7. 7)

(Oj)

(7.

d =aor>stA

us
ChSt_

' acter 
c^racł.
e,”Pl ~eristics against the stabilizing 

1t'-ides, dimensions and shape of the

j,. ~mPing elements of the fluid motion 

S o!:>vious that in recalculating the 

1 scals to 
ld equal

totalD;e tbe

the searched These

make possible the determination of

fuli scalę

for the model

fluid

tank

in the

the tank

vclume

tank

Froude and Strouhal numbers

and the real tank C661

bench mechanism
Moment (the hydrodynamic forces moment

fact that the measures the

and reaction

and table)
necessary 

lfnents.
calibrate the test stati on before

i5 . influence of the "frozen" fluid and tank’s casing
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ę 1
,T"-ilation of the -fluid by a solid body.

We designate the reaction o-f the tank’s model and its

- ^ngle as M' and e‘ , and reaction and phase angle o-f 
thS Srt AM ’

-ar.K casing and the "frczen" -fluid as 1*1  and e' , then 
th*  , A M

hydrodynamic force reactions and their phase angle 
5rS .-.-isiven by:

M'cosł’' — M"cd=£" )
A M A M

2( M sin£' — i*1  sini )
A M A M

1*1  smr - M"smr
M arstg-------------------------------------------

M'CDS£' — l*1"COS£"
A M A M

(7.5>

The analysis, with the help of (7.S) must be conducted

- few  of and -For a wide freauency rangę. Frcmvalu.es
^SSa y. A

- • esults characteristics (7.4) can be cbtained.

~r' the case o-f the pas=ive tank, this leads to 

"ination of optimal tankage, as Meli as the placing 

-'■^Ping slements, in soch a way so as to attain
^'im i

tank mement and the correct course
' 'Sraf-Ł

--teristics (7.4).

the

o-f

the

o-f

th5

^Or the passive tank, this stage usually 

s’ but for the passively-contrclled tank this 

lriltiai stage of the tests.

en de

is

1 Tests of the 

n,e£'tanism.
passi vely—control1ed tank on the bench test

713 basie di-fficulty during the testing o-f the 
v -

' e*y~controlled  tank on the bench test mechanism is the

e of a preferred standard for such tests by ITTC. The 
e mentioned methods are standard only for passive tanks

c aPplied by most of the ship 
'r! H

model basins in the

^^Ticul ties during

° the folłowino:

the testing of

4-Hf=> hpr^rh ao i ęfp

valu.es
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1 .
G oehavior of the passively—controlled tank mainly 

^ePends on the actual control algorithm; this is the 

difference between the passive and
^assively—controlled tank,

Ver'/ quick changes of the moment generatad by the 

^assively—controlled tank.

The technical equipment necessary -for testing the 

'"a>1Vsly-control led tank on the bench mechanism ccnsists 
Of.

ba-nch test mechanism designed by °olish Skip Research 
p
-enter (CTO) in Gdańsk 1641,

—Cnieter bridge produced by Hc-ttinger (W. Germany) type 
kyic _

with an accuracy of 1*1,

-r motion sensor type KkJS 3C70 with an accuracy of 1*1  
"^'-ced by Hottinger,
4. U,
:yristcr contrcll ar of the DC siectrio motor used for 

stak■ -' ~1lieation of motor revclutions (with t.hs = id of

$+" r-«X

~ c+ measurement equipment produced and designed by the 
<rfn Solatron (Great Britain) consisting c-F:

— ntechanical reference resclver type JX l£Of>,

Digital transfer function analyoer type JX 1600,

with an accuracy of up to 0.5%.

model of the passively—controlled

’ Was built in 16,3 scalę and was additionally 
(Ug a CaPa.citance meter type S70. This is a 

. J- Sment system Silometer S7/S70, produced 
n«uSsr

W1th an accuracy of up to 1%.

ffc direct control
6ai i

a~ion of the control
^ił- Qne a IBM PC/AT Computer. This Computer was equipped 
0.^ S 12-bit 

bj<^Ut3 Card <ttl

G •, UJas ,Jsed in the converter, its accuracy was a.ssessed as

of the blocking 

algorithm and d

tank

part

madę of

equipped 

of the

by Endress

the

acqui siti on

st

converter

standard). Due to
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The programme of experiment= cn the bench test

^chanism.

The programme of tests for 
bench «-

test mechanism consists of:

stabi1 i zer tanks cn the

the passive tank: tests on 
the freguency rangę: from 0.81

the bench mechanism in

rad/s to 3.4 rad/s which

b.

Correspcnds to the freguency rangę: -From 0.2 rad/s to 
0 ■oj rad/s in the -Fuli scalę. The bench mechanism 

mPlitudes were set at values <PA = 1.5; 3 and 6 degrees.

= 12° the air channel of the tank was flooded; 
herefore this amplitudę was neglected.

the passively-control1ed tank: tests cn the bench 
n'ec*' |anism in the frequency rangę: frcm 0.2 rad/s to 0.85 

' = m the -Fuli scalę. The bench mechanism amplitudes
. r-»

" e set at valu.es = 1.5; 3 and 6 degrees. At <£ = 12

' 6 dynamie loads of the bench mechanism were so large 
bhat they threatned the destruction of the mechanism;

erefore this value was neglected.

1.

2.

The tests were carried out as -Foliowe:

~~.s on the separated passive tank, to find 
°sitions -For the damping elements and to

the optima!

avoid noi sy

vs On ^he separated passively-contrelled
p ęł •

siye tank (when the blocking valves are open) 
def j

ne its dynamie parameters in the passive state,

tank

to

~ s on the separated passively—control1ed tank with 
nbroi and measuring systems being in operation 

deteroine its characteristics (7.4).

to

U Thle błock diagramme of the measuring s 

'Inn 4-k .
=> -ne passive tank is shown in fig.7.1.

Use °T the apparatus as in fig.7.1 in testing
' f*  ca •

*ristics of the passiyely—controlled tank with
i Fh -•

ły valves was not possible. Moreover, the phase angle

used

the

valu.es
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^Ween the signals 0(t) and M (t), is impossible to define: 
*hie i A

15 due to the fact that this idea does not exist -for 
e Pair o-f signals:

^rapezoidal (the

erefore the system

used the bench mechanism to fcrce the
<~ee fig.7.2) .

sinusoidal (the bench mechanism moticn)

passively—controlled tank moment)

testing the passively-controlled 

harmonie motion

^escription of the test methods and result Processing.

The handling o-f data for the bench tests of the

Psssive tank.

d9

*n

Or the bench tests of the passive tank and the 

~Vely~controlled tank in the passive State the methed 
Cribed in C651 was applied. This method is being applied 

n’ahy ecuntries <for e:t. FRG, Italy, Japan and Roland).

In 
fPl)r> 

n’e'haniSfR

short, this method can dssc'1ted as

If we assume that the tank’s

can be described by:

motion on the bench

0 = 0 sin co t (7.6)
A E

% 4.al -
,-aKing into account the e;-:pression (7.6) and its

'-ives, and placing the above in the expression 
’• 13b)

we get the foliowing differential eguation:

e + S + <4# = (-^-co2 + Dco2 0 sinco t (7.7)
t) © & Q E & A E

O O o
c:°Tution of the eguation (7.7) is:

i? = £*  sin (co t — £ ). (7.8a)
A E M ’

ere.

^2 2(_|_ CO2 + l)<oa 0A

(7.8b)
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220\!-'

O-

from

Thyryst or 
controller 
of DC motor

Mą św Mą(05 Mą

F1S*7*1*  The błock diagramme of the measuring system 
for bench tests of the passive tank.



220V

Fig. 7

0----- Thyrystor 
controller

0----- of DC motor

2.

from the bcnch mechanlsm's position sensor

from the stabillzing fluid*s  sensor

single bit 
contro 1 signal

to the valve 
colls

Power
amplifler

Electronic system 
of the fluid 
level sensor

Electronic system 
of the position 

sensor

<p(‘)

12-bit A/D CONYERTER

The błock diagramme of the mcasuring system 
for bench tests of the passively-controllod tank.
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-cLl e:

;ca
* incfnep-f-*

^riH

The 

aS;

areta----------
2 

G)%

resulting from

T T

the tank meti on,

(7.Be)

(7.9)

is described by:

M — _ 2
u ~ I ,4pq (—a> + 1)0 sin(w t—) = M sin(có t-c ) (7.10)

17 T Q £ A EM A EM

~~£ structure is acmpatible to (7.3).

— n—H i rnapSŻ CO 31 damping coefficient ft* can e;:pressed

(7.11)

Pr°m the equations (7.8b)
U Cl

by °'f the inertia coupling 

'e -foli owing expression:

and (7.10) follows

coefficient can be

that the

expressed

assumed that, the values of the non—dimensional 

coefficient, the tank natural
~ia

5°nan(

Xin 

ln^ti 

r®Sr- 

^0 rt .

and the

determinedcoupling ocefficient

> ie. when the phase angle is 90“. Then it is

~rmine the có value from 
do

'* sion (7. 12) for resonance

ermining the coefficient
* rn-i

the graphic

tak.es a morę 
_ /5*  it is

a^e the indeterminacy in (7.11), which

the

easy

(co) , and 
M

simple form.

the
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dco

<7.13)

o

Therefore we have relatively easily 

Peters of the pa=sive tank.
obtained all the

?-3 ->
The handling of data fcr the bench tests of the

Pa-sively—control1ed tank.

h
the bench tests of the

nly the valu.es: 0(t) and £>(t'. From 
dna-s and from the results o-f the tests of the

■ cHed tank in the passive State, the charac 

^□ment

these twa

passi vely-

u

"lethod used in cbtaining tl 

e tank theory to

example of the run of the

one

the

and

but

result Processing

that the -Fluid

°<t). T. .
'niż run is an idealistic

®ins the accepted method c-F 

^rcm the expression (7.10), we se

'--n moment is proportional to the angular

I e stabilizing fluid &(t). Moreover, all the expressions 

li e section 7.3.1 are based on the assumption that the 

~ e«ction moment is a harmonie curve with an amplitudę 

-

If 
e
’ xe: 4..Si the
lhi4s

we
a trapezcidal 

determine the

and compare it to

This assumpti

tank, whose

area under the

on is not true fcr

reaction moment 2. S

curve of the angle

the area under the

curve then we get:

(7.14)

valu.es
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where:
&*  -

a amplitudę of the substitute sinusoid, whose area under 

half the period is equal to the trapezcid bcde.

Passively—controlled tank.
0,4(5 to

teststhe -fact, that -from the bench

ed the courses: $(t) and O(t) -for k periods 

the error, we can designate the amplitudę 

the expression:e sinusoid from

we have

, to E
f the

E

(7. 15)
4k

The phase angle

between points a and b (-fig.7.5).
rcar* be expressed by:

has physical sense only as

Therefore the phase
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= os At . .
M E

(7.16)

<4
E freguency of the harmonie motion of the bench

At
te '

mechani sm

time, between the intersections of the time a?tis and

the signals <£(t) and $(t> in the same direction (ie:

both decreasing cr inereasing) 

■Usan value of the phase angle can Rom:be calculated

*
& (t) = Ssin(u) t A E IS)

'h| means 
^tjr,kl0n io

ths
CQcrdinate O*  to r

A
rXPression (7.10).

motion can be looked at as a harmonie 

to the passive tank, and the change 

is simple and resiilts directly -From

In concliclon,

1.
the

P* assively-controlled tank at a excltation freąueiicy

£ " const is egual,in an energetic 

with a natural freguency of

‘ Passively-controlled 

kation freguencies, can 

°t passive tanks of

tank

the tank

sense

a wide rangę of 

be substituted by an infinite

natural freguencies, placed

5.

1 n the defined rangę 

Grent saturation angles

of freguencies and with

N
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Special Computer programme was written to designate 
th» val .

va^ues m the expression (7.18). In connection with the

Information, we see that the basie problem of the
p. ł
~n tests of the passively—controlled tank, is the 

f i
L!1ation cf the data processing method. This method, 

eriSUr~ es the possibility of the transformation of the

7«3 ■»
■' The determination of the ship’s roli respense from tue 

bench tests.

Tb.e
r'Pped 

the u
" shjp

roli amplitudę charai

with the sta' tank

for shi

the
le bench tests of the separated t 

stabiiiZjng fluid on the 

'1onal moment, which can be

sh i p i s by the

treated as an additional

aj. excitation. Then the

~ roi1 motion takes the form:

1inear enpression of the

(Ixx+ + AGM* = AGM^sin^t + Mh (7.1?)

the
Case of the forced roli of the stabilized 

is a harmonie function with an 
to the encitation frepuency .

^t M -
pu -H is a sinusoida! curve with an

~ =»ngie £ relative to the ship’s roli, the 
th- M
' ~-:Pression (7.19) is the reiationship:

Sn.
Assumi ng 

ampli tude

ship the 

frepuency 

that the

M and
A

solution

a

<£(t> = <£>^sin(co^t - £) (7.20)
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^her

<P

24)

CQ,r‘Poi
an influence on damping of

lr,ent of the tank reaction proportional

we see that th

shi ID
 ID

to the

*ty Of the ship’s roli) and on the stiffness 
p r Łi .

Łne component propcrtional to roli angle). 
The method described above, presented

" °ut for passive tank
* i 

°nships described in 7
Ssive1

i eiy~controlled tanks. The sclution (7. 
Don linear one, and the roli respense 

ulci

Ih|od.

Howeve*

this method an

means

of the

C611 was

: Of the

e used i n

this case

characteristic

determinated point by point, using

a The

of
analysis of measurement errors during

passively—control1ed tanks on the

the testing 

bench test

ha

^chanistn.

^e measurement process during tests on the 

nis,Tl consists of fneasu^ing the components of the
bench

tank’s
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action. This process characterizes the two stages of tests 
Qf 4-.

tne separated tank model (measurement of the -Fluid 
e®ction and determinaticn of the influence of the tanks 

c~sin,5).
Th) .

* mam role in this case, is played by the syste*natic  
k“
'Drs. Au the main measurements on the bench mechanism

-i' - done in the following way. Using the set of Instruments 

' Wn in fig.7.1, only results repeated five times were 
r*~ten  in the measurement protocol. This is a situatior 

Wh Rri . ,
1 the measurement results are pra.ctically identical. For 

deł-Qr_ - .
'~rmining the systematic errors, we should take into 

'~~unt, that the measurements of the reaction -zcmporents,

-neir indirect measurements. Generally, it means that 
the

~ ^sasurement resu.lt, depends on the measurement of many

~ es of direct measurements:

must determine the measurement error of the value z,
,Jniing that we know the measurement errors of x . In our

V

therefore, we

in E56J. The

’ we do not have any additional premises, 
'JSgri . .

tr,e maximal errors method described
i

‘ roal measurement error is ezpressed by:

(7.26)

4*  _
i " error of the i—th direct measurement.

The ezpression (7.26) is the total differential cf the 

„ ession (7.25).Due to the fact, that the errors are 

~jnated as mazimal, the value in the ezpression (7.26) is 
*bSD1

L,te (module).

In determining the mazimal measurement 
Ui h

ł ' reaction moment, and its phase angle, 
tt3 Ud
. ~~e the total differential of the formula 
lrSt

notę that:

error cf the 

it is necessary 

(7.5). We must

resu.lt
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(7.27)

(7.29b?

«7.28c>

The
f°r^lae
Varir>

US CDfflPonents o-F the tank 

>. 'n9 fluid (ind

AM AM

determine the

AM
A 

a v n
and AM , in

A
s t r»

the

measurement errors of the

reacti on moment, with the

) , and (index " ) o-F the -Frożen State

th
e^surements can be easily presented as the sum o-F



is the sum cf all measurement errors, and its value

rei Ał_. 
•=»tive errors. The measurement error, consi sts o-F the

Fq1 1 ~ •^Hing errors:

''■'31 e cf the angular position o-f bench mechani sm = 17.

®£ction moment on the bench mechanism a:t i s <5M = 17.,
'■^•ase sensitive apparatus ó£ — 0.5’1.

The measurement error, o-f any given component o-f the

•*•->•7.  The absolute error in the expressicns (7.23), is 
Cajc .

J-ated by multiplying the total relative errer by the 

~ al value being measured.
C 4. . .~vituting the espressions (7.28). to the total 

Cirł
Srential (7.5), we -find the necessary valu.es c- the

i r'al measurement errcrs, in the follcwing -form:

| sina am -+■ M cos£ Aa — sina AM — 
< M A A MM MA

(7.28)

valu.es
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1

M ~1-------
A B

AM !A sini
a l | M

- Blcosi
M

+ M Ai [a
A M [ COS£

M

** ** /■ 1
M Z siniA M l M 1

(7.~Q)

M COSi — M COSi
A M A M

B = |M sini — M sini
A M A M

^ssuming, the eouality of relative errors <5M and ói , 
Wg A M’

~-1cu1 ate in "Fuli scalę the errcr valuss AM and Ai

■ ived f-om the formulae (7.29? and (7.30). Such a 
CalCui j.-

- aticn is recessary cnly -For the values of the tank
4-.

. " ~ M In calculating the values of the errors. 
^cDrd

lr),3 to (7.29) and (7.30), we used a Computer prcgramme 

'er> in GW BASIC.

_ other way of determining the measurement errors, was 
pPliert .

. u to the analysis o-F errors, in the bench tests o-F th 
Vely~control 1 ed tank. Di

k ’ bench mechanism

' Or> ot the fluid met i en
th«-' 'lr values was inputed

av^ilabie for use, is

-Fact, that in thi m
 id

angle <£(t) and the

in the tank £>(t) were measured

the Computer, the only 

atistical processir.g o-f

ba evaluation of the statistical
°n the foliowing formułae C561:

maxi.mum errors was

A

(7.31a)

ócf: ó’? (7.31b)
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In the expressions (7.31) 6<P and <50 denote the

to the bench mechanism angle <f>
-j

an'3<-tla.r position of the stabilizing fluid & 
OtbcK- X.

~ terms, represent the standard deviations 
reUtive

while the

i on mement

was determined f-

in
the _ ' '

rnee.surement error of the moment

*'ura^ent error values -for the ’ 
^$Qiian *

e.-cies, the Computer prcgramme

compor.er ti

was

&

' to o-f the passively-ccntrclled tsrk or ir^e^ular
'w s.vqs M

of 

»*-- «r waves

Ors [3A.a<
rarely

the

1
i. 'a*Jed onbcard ship.
'be Da- ■

=>sive tank. In our case, the passively-ccntrol 1 ed tank 
an cjbjest, which has been insuf f iciently tested, 

the tank, in

Using a physical model cf the ship’s hul1

This is true, however

was decided to test

mainly

modelb^jn

• ^US high costs, 
^ted to:

tests in the model basin were

1.

2.

es^s the behaviour of the ship,equipped with the 

ively-controlled tank, for two different realizations 
Of -U L.

ur>e irregular wave,

czs of the unstabilized ship, on 
Ve re<alizations.

the above

br
^'s methodics cf these tests as wel1 as

a-ion of their results 
j the bench tests.

ane simpler than in the

the

case

the obtained 

icated way (as in the case of the

'>ti_esi=>ary to convert results, in 

bench tests)

such

to
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' ~n Finished results, which can be used in discussion.

Pas
2e

ths

®ai

The ship’s model, equipped with a 

sively-ccntrolled tank (the models being 

scalę) were placed in the model basin, in 

ship’= piane oF symmetry is perpendicular 

n »tis (-Fig. 7. 4) .

model c-F the

constructed in

such a way that

to the basin’=

TOWIUG BRIDGZ

tank

model 
of ship

wave
generator

wave
direction

^■4 The placing o-F the ship’s model in the model basin 

For testing on the irregular wave.

The

Mic 
r °SccjPe 

c°Pe%

irregular waves were generated by Hottinger’s 

wave generator. The model was equipped with a 

which meassured the ship’s roli angle. This 

» an CGW4 (madę in USSR) is an aviation model. It 

-ne roli angle in the rangę ±15° with an accuracy
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Of 27 /Also the tank model was equipped 
r'SCłr, identical to the one in the model

n mechanism. Due to the smali scalę of

in the measurement of the -Fluid

with a capacity 

tested on the 

the model, the 

angular position

Due to the character 
j u,

~~°-e method to determine

o-f the excitation, 

the error is the

the only 

method of
‘ mun> statistical

Ihe
' value of the 

t!ęł-Q
~rmine. Thersfore

rin<3 tssts on the

errors (therefore enpressicns identical

standard deviation is difficult to

, we can assume that the maximum error,

irregular waves is
The test on the irregular 

lffsrsnt realizations:
waves were ccrducted for twa

= 2- 5m

2: h
1/3

— 4.5m

Pr

5rj

In both cases the

1 was achieved 

d amme, developed

physi cal 

with the 

by Polish

realization of waves in the

help of the generati.ng

Ship Research Center in



Chapter 8

RESULTS of experiments.

The type of problem, which needs to be solued. has a 

influence on the choice of the enperiments 
'anducted. The
4-

'-nk system’s
analysi s

behavi our

of the ship — passively—eontrolled 

etperimental1y has as its aim:

lnvestigation of thesuiŁabi1 ity of the proposed 

'n=‘themat i cal model (epuations (3.13) or (3.14), for
• u. •c=cribm«- the system’s behaviour;

•'r^ovin'5 of the hypcthesis connected with the control of

— - p ass i vel y—cen troi 1 ed tank in oonditicns close to t^e 
hality.

"■“••oh tests sonducted for the passi vel',—control led t?rl 

the passivs stata, to determine ths tank’s ^arameters 

lri this state of acticr,

s-mulation ewperiments en the Computer, of the ship — 

^assiV©1y—control1ed tank system’s operation, for 

Parameters obtained from the above tests,

*Periments on the bench test mechanism, conducted on the 

-ively—control1ed tank, with the blocking valves in
Peration; the aim of these tests, is to compare their 

eSults with results obtained from the simulation tests 
(p°int b),

~-ing the operation of the passively-controi1ed tank on 
rre9ular waves and comparison of the model test results 

the results of the Computer simulations.

testIn testing the 

fnechanism, the 

'd the tests 

" 5rcund. E342.

passively—control1ed tank on 

results of these experiments 

conducted on the pe.ssive

were

tank,

bench

shown,

as a
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~ scalę modele used in these experiments are shown in 
Ph°to.jraPhs 8.1 and 8.2. They were built to 1:16.3 and 1:28 

Scale.
Iho A. ,

~ -sst results presented in this chapter constitute the 
fina1

stage o-F the analysis o-F the passively controlled

Aj 4*  S
-ugh the seguence o-F tests as shown above should -forsę 

to present their results in the same order, the author 
^Slih *.

A~rately presents them di-F-ferantly in the hcpe that this 
11 f-ł -

influence the clarity of the conclusiors.
As the test object, the author chose a 

Hęf-
r-articulars are p-esented in table 8.1.

■Fi shing vessel.

sd en the ship's body lines. the shape o-F the 
PąSSive

*hc*n  in 

that

and passively—control1ed tanks were designed as

"fig. 8.1 and 8.2. The tanks were designed in such a 

their connecti.ng ducts run above the ship’s double

way the

which can be

K ^t>ese tanks and their models were eguipped with tuning — 
i p -

g devices in the -Form o-F a revolving grid o-F blades, 
c~d in the water connection duet. In this

H -i -
-ivided intc four independant channels,

. *" a-sly closed by revolving the blades
^si

reg damping of the stabiling fluid's motion

-rs o-F the passi ve tank were based on the

cf the

,causing the 

. The chosen
sweter- - - ... .

'-nted in [55,563. The parameters 
CcntrDi -i

’ -Hed tank were based on the above 
** Qn the

s propositions.
K I

1 e o
shows the basie parameters c-F



^°to.8.1. Model of passively-controlled tank 
in 16.3 scalę for the bench tests.

^0.8.2.
. odel of passirely-controlled tank 
in 23 scalę for basin tests.



b=15m
2 bT = 9,8 m 
bw-A,6m

£

CM

"Ig.8.1. The basie dimensions of passive tank 
designed for tested ship (in fuli scalę)



b= 15rr>

= 
G.
1 
m

Fic.3.2. The basie dimensions of passive-controlled 
tank lesigned for tested sliip (in fuli scalc ).
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Wat

Unit scalę

145.8

15

4.7 O. 168

0.586

rolling 
eQuency

^2®adth o-f ship B

739.9

0.920 0.920

0.84 0.03

2.3S1

0.499 2.639

O. 108

0.007
0.018

0. 054 
O. 108

0. 007
0.018

0.007
0.018

O. 054
O. 108

coe-F-F i ci ent
CB

fr.~Cer,tric height 
-zen water)6M

n°n-rK -----------------
rn3 Jltnensional 

damping 
**cient 

near part) f3 
v = O '

= 7 kn

0.920

^01]C0Of.dan,Ping
1Clent

V = O
V = 7 kn
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^le 8.2 The settings o-F the basie parameters of the

stabilizing tanks (calculated and assumed values).

r 0s t <5GM

— O m

PASSIVE TANK

0.2"^ 3.44 0. 21 0.601

 PASSIVELY-CONTROLLED TANK

0. 155 0. 13 0.85

' navP .“ ślepe capacity ct

This

. '-lent r o-F the passively—controlled tank has 

'■ inis is connected with the dir+erent shape 

~ ~nd their di-F-Ferent methods o-F operaticn 
F. ' Orn fig. 8. 1 and

r - tor the passive
6sPerł- •

'"'lvely

U. •jenerated through the passive tank, 
P1acement o-F

Sngles a.
disDi

P1acement

ocment,
<rSS9n

notę. that the

and 21 .

o-F the twe

passi vely-control1ed

Therafore, the gravitational

a mass o-F

due to the

crcss-section A through

In the passively-controlled tank the

are greater, there-Fore, so 

as in the passive tank, it 
d the tank’s wing section wi th

~ectional
Thi c

5 principle was taken into account when
•h k

«nks. Prom -Fig. 8.1 and 8.2 we can notę, 

tk - O-F the passi vely—control led tank are
F h ■$ ~ eir courterparts in the passive tank. They also have

^Ch ,
1^ Aesser cross-section, which causes the tank to have 

lr>-Fluence on the ship’s initial metacentric height.

as to obtain a

i s necessary to

a much lesser

constructin

that the wing

much
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8.1 T 
ests of the

excitation.

passively-control led tank during reguł ar

the tests o-F the passi vely-ccntrol led
ii

®r wave were conducted with the 
r8c;l,ł .

łP

tank on the
c-F the FDD2

*ator, eguipped
'‘Dna — .

«• ative testing ot the other

wi th the Butterwcrth’s

^described i n

were conducted waves.

re-. the

wave, would complica
sadable.

The presentation

'ained -from testing the
Wal1 as the damping

dampin^

and them

wave

roli o-F the hull model)

Fig

cisnt when the ship is

8.5

-Fig

damping

, -■‘•y-control led tank 

'qown in table 8.3.

7*b
The damping coe-F-Ficients o-F

we
— 1/rd 1/0

yo tank
— 3

3.63 • 10 12.60 0.22

^assively—
rol 1 ed tank

1.08 - 10“1 0.215 3.75 • 10-3

damping coef-Ficient of the ship was shown earlier in 

" Therefore tables 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3 -Fully present 

ameters o-F both tank models used in the tests. It 
°uld h

J t>e noted. that in

Da-ssi ve

*h,
th,
tr,

Qdmping is the

the

The

choosing the damping 

passi vely—control1ed 

component o-F 

component, i

basie

coe-Fficients

we^e

the passive 

where as the
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describino the test results 
°nf..tront

possible ta

Ali

were abtained forc. - Presented in this section

'riary shjp ancj are recalculated 
Fje

Un d* 8-6 shows the freguency
i •tk ‘‘Ued ship abtained by the point by point method 

,r0'4Qh
Fh di'jital simulations using non linear model.

z
confirmę the fact, that the seleoted ship i

tlhle to the roli. The characteristic from -Fig.

Ce reaches the value 20. This means, that the

hjji a*ve  tank onboard ship
hQtjQn. Th-S £s con-firmed in the characteristic

reduces the

a

very

8.6 in

use of

courses

They show the frequency characteristics



Fig.El.6. The roli response characteristic for unstabilized slup, 
calculated f rom numer ical simulation exper irnents.



Fig.8.7. Results of numer ical experiments with the ship^s roli 
motion; the roli response curves for ship stabilized by:
1 - the pass i ue tank,
2 - the pass iue Iy-contro I led tank (without coupressibi I ity of the air),
3 - the pass iue ly-contro I led tank (coHpressibi I jty of the air - isotherHic process),
f - the passiue ly-controIled tank (coupressibi I ity of the air - adiabatic process).
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the c=K-
' =nip stabilized by the passive and passively-control1ed 

tapu

time diagrammes (from 8.8 to 8.19) show the

pracess.

ve and passively—

The f

-he operatien af the tanka, during the following fcrms 

"1tation: sute resonance, resonance and super resonance. 

-te comparison of the above diagrammes.

were chcse.n in such a way

notę the

9 excitation characterised by long

V9ly~controlled tank causes deformations 
' 'te -l.-~ -nip’s roli angle (only in calculations which

' mPressibilitył. This is caused by short-time

’ the opening and closing o-F the valves. In the
"^ations, taking into account air compressibi 1 i ty, this 

x nQt °bserved,

“tion by the 

Sk. "ariter—phase to
Xp’s

r&sonance;
(jf Xtion (5.5) is ,

periods

i n the

the

course

i gnore

changea

case of

passively-controlled tank, of a moment 

the excitation is possible only in the

other frequencies, the

appropriate instant

' 9 deser i bed

Passively-control1ed

~les; in the passive tank, this phenomena

diagrammes we shculd 

tank to

notę the

takes place
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ship stabilized by passive tank (numerical sirculation). 
J * the naue si«pe ar.jie,
• ■ the ship refl anjle,
3 • the anjular position of the fluid in the Pini

at= 1.5°, w = 8.499 rad/s
J

t Isl
4.
10 *

*:oj

0 00

t [S]  >. 
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‘ 1 !Me diagramie of the ship's roli simulation for the 
sMp stabilized by passiwely-controlled tank (without 
ComPressibility of the air).

'H «njie, i - the th.p roli »njle. 3 - the anjular pciition of the fluid in the tank.
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naturaily, while in the passively-controlled tank this takes 

Place through variations of the valve closing time (during 
lQn*j  excitation periods the closing time is longer, during 

Porter periods the time is shorter),

Vsl,Jes of the 

ssi vel y-contn 
sbjp>

roli angle.Hcwever« in the case of
PsSsi
'3-vely-ccrvtrol led tank this dependency is less. 

The next series cf diagremmes (fig.8.20 

r&sults obtained from e^pe^iments on
^ch -

ar-ism for the tank model in 16.3 scalę

depend on the value o-F

the teneh

and

the

the

p

o-F

harmonio o-F the moment

tank

p-ssively-controlled tank’s
* i r**red together with the phase angle characteristics (fig. 

3,21
*’ ®-23 and 8.25). They show the influence of control cf 

'0^
,~aSsively-control 1 ed tank, on the phase angle between 

j. S^abilizing fluid motion and the bench mechanism motion.
i a

to be noted, that in the case of the passive tank and 

t-k aSsively—control led tank in the passi ve state. the 
>«*er istics

Valyec
Ck ~ are in

ha.ve

run monotonously, however when the

cperati on then the course

Dr

blocking

cf the

vary.

a nearly

Qfr> Fk

%st5 pasBive

'^fi 
s

^rj

hase angle oscillating about 90 . This

which differentiates the passively-control1ed tank 

not possible to

a

determine a

phase

were

£ -For M
useful 1

the latter The phase

in identifying
lc*ents  o-F the tank*s  mathematical model.

e: the passively-control1ed tank’s natural freguency 
- be h 

aafnPing coe-F-F i ci ent
—111 e »

°btained from these characteristics were given

two basie

the passive State. The



Fig.8.20. Characteristics of the moment amplitudę (first harmonie) 
of the fluid reaction as a function of freguency, 
calculated frorn the bench tests for'.
1 - the passiue tank, 2 - the passiue ly-controIled tank,
3 - the passiue ly-contro I led tank in the passiue State.



Fig.8.21. Phase angle characteristics of the fluid reaction as a 
function of freguency, calculated frorn the bench tests for:
i - the passiue tsnlt, 2 - the pass i ue I y-contro I I ed tank,
3 - the pass iue Iy-contro IIed tank in the passiue State.



Fig.8.22. Characteristics of the moment amplitudę (first harmonie) 
of the fluid reaction as a function of freguency, 
calculated from the bench tests for!
1 - the passiue tank, 2 - the pass iueIy-contro I I ed tank, 
? - the pass iue I y-contro I I ed tank in the passiue State.



Fig.8.23. Phasc angle characteristics of the fluid reaction as a 
function of freguency, calculated from the bench tests For:
1 - the passiue tank, 2 - the passiuely-controlled tank, 
? - the passiue ly-controIled tank in the passiue state.



Fig.8.24. Characteristics of the moment amplitudę (first harmonie) 
of the fluid reaction as a function of freguency, 
calculated from the bench tests for:
i - the passiue tank, 2 - the pass iueIy-contro IIed tank,
3 - the passiue ly-contro I led tank in the passiue State.



Fig.8.25. Phase angle characteristics of the fluid reaction as a 
function of freguency, calculated from the bench tests for: 
i - the passiue tank, 2 - the passiue ly-controIled tank,
3 - the pass iue I -contro I Ied tank in the passiue State.



1er (fig. 8.4 and 8.5 and in Łabie 8.3), as they were 
used 4

*n Computer simulations. Table 8.4 shows al1 the

+1cients.

Tatji
e 6.4 Parameters of the stabilizing model tanks 

obtained from the bench test.

wa r s

_ 1/rd 1/s — m

.______ PASSIOE TANK

10-3 12.6 0.565 0.23 -4.5

 PASSIYELY-CONTROLLED TANK

[^8 - 10‘i 0.215 0.842 0. 155 -4.0

- should be noted. that the coefficients T and s

W
& and

atad analytical1y, while the other coefficients

were

were determined through bench

does not doffer from the accepted methods of

This

passive tanks. In connection with the fact that 

al freguencies of both types of tank, obtained 

Dr> the bench mechanism depend on the amplitudę of

Uchaniem oscillations, the arithmetical mean value of

the

*'hes 
be. ' results, is accepted 

twec
~n individual natural freguency values cbtained for 

ffer
Snt amplitudes of the bench mechanism’s oscillations

n°t differ from each other morę than 3%.
f?i

h 8.26 shows the amplitudę characterist

Vely~controlled tank in the passive state, limited
^cp snd bottom by measurement errcrs calculated from

1Dn <7.29).

8.27 shows analogical

~* p °f the eguation (7.30)
"■Cli <

In our case the difference

diagrammes

the

These characteristics were determined with

8.28 and 8.29 show the
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Fig.8.26. Characteristics of the moment amplitudę of the fluid 
reaction as a function of freguency for the passively~ 
controlled tank in the passive stateJ the measurement 
curves bordered by the values of the maximum errors.



Fig.8.27. The phase angle characteristics of the fluid reaction as 
a function of freguency for the passively-contro1led 
ta»ik in the passiue state ż the measuremcnt curvt;s borde- 
red by the values of maximum errors.



Fig.8.28. Characteristics of the moment amplitudę of the fluid 
reaction as a function of freguency for the passively— 
controlled tank; the measurement curves bordered by the 
values of the maximum errors.



Fig.8.29. The phase angle characteristics of the fluid reaction as 
a function of freguency for the passively-contro1led tanki 
the measurement curves bordered by the values of the 
maximum errors.
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ri^rolled tank with the air 
Char

acteristics were limited by 
vSlii

ues» obtained from epuations ( 

can be easily noted, that 
Vgr.

y Smali, and do not e::ceed 8%.

~ePted as being very satis-Fact

valves in operation. The

maximal measurement error

the ma:<imal

above results can

Da.

in

Vely-control1ed tank .

sejuency characteristics cf ship

and passively-controlled

R ate model tests o-F the above tank

tanks fram

These diagrammes decidedly proove the 
*
V-1y-ccntrol1ed tank

t$Ssiv,_ .... . .

advantage of the

above the optimaily

whcl s tation

r- last twe diagrammes show important comparisons. The 
f.

' 'S, obtained from bench tests and Computer simu.latio.ns 
| s ship stabilized by the passive tank is shown in fig.

The
Si obtained by both methods

(variation does not exceed 10").

r same comparison as above, for the

. °*led  tank with blocking valves in operation

jj into account air compressibi 1 i ty,
b erence between the obtained results is 23Z. Tests o-F the

shown

In this case, the results are net so

the maximem

Vel'/-control led tanks (in reduced scalę) are connected
^any di-F-Ficulties, which will be discussed 

P°int, we should accept the results obtained 
i?SfaCtc
^9nti

cal. Therefore

Physically and numerically.

‘"u At

as being

because the character the curves

the effect which was modelled

4.e tests were conducted in Roland for the
i
ls no menticn of the methodics involved in

~ests in availabie literaturę.

first time.

conducti ng



Fig.8.31. Comparison between the model bench tests and the numer ical 
simulation in regular beam waves of constant height for the 
passive tank;
1 - results froH the nuHerical fiwulation,
2 - results froH the bench tests.



Fig.8.30. The roli response characteristics o£ the ship with the 
passiue tank (1) and ship with the passively-contro1led 
tanie, calculated ( in fuli scalę) from the bench tests.
Th* d o t s correpond to the d i r e c t Application of the tank Honent characteristics.



Fig.8.3Z. Comparison between the model bench tests and the numer i cal 
simulation in regular beam waves of constant height for the 
passiuely-controlled tank;
1 ■ results fron the bench tests,
ż,3,ł - results froH the nuHerical siMulations.



next step in this study, is the 
ults obtained from tests (experiments) on 

“• The results of tests on the reguł ar 

®s will be collected and given in section

discussion of

the irregular

and irregular

8.3.

8.2 T
~sts of the passivsly-controlled tank during irregular

e:<ci tation.

It was planned to test the ship’s roli during two 
Ccnai 4. ■

ł'-iQns of excitation, conForming to two sea. States or 
% r .

~araibean Sea. This ship, when entering its cperational 
5re =
'' <the Caraibean Sea) hs= 50Z cf its maximal load. Bench

wers conducted for this same leading condition.
*sbl c

~ 8.5 shows the wave e?<citation conditions.

Table 8.5

^.!i, 
's'ion

FL’LL SCALĘ SCALĘ 1 : 23

h 1/3 T (a)H h
IZ 3 T <JÓ tóH

m s 1/s 1 /s cm s 1/s 1 /s
1 2.5 7.55 0.50 1.43 8.93 1.43 2.64 7.57

2 4.5 9.35 0.40 1. 15 16. 10 1.77 2. 12 6.09

able q_5 contains, cther than the values h and T, 
h|ich ’ 1X3

rt characterize the sea state, values <o and a> , which

" rcine correspondingly the upper and lower limit
^tiic band cf the wave spectrum

cf

freguency

in Z of the total wave energy contained

mterval (0,oo), while the value H 
r ”wcting the total wave energy.
Ct!flCi+-

Łions of the eguation C253 are met:

was obtained

the

cóm CD

S(63)dćó = 0.9: S (<d) dw (8. 1)

O
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3 Pos
tha

S<U) =
■w exp

4.5m

P’s model (unstabi1ized) was

o-F the hull

was found

was

3’Jipmen was decided

ampli tude mo wave generator's

o-F wave
-

~~ ving, howeve^

"Łc components 
' aims 

th*

near resonance wave conditions.

width o-F the tank model, bu
TL* me main problem in all model

into the hul1 is

the scalę
"~s and errors, due

Cjłła TK-
h ■ mis was discussed
^■Fer-

c ence in 1975 and is

t als, we can conclude, that the reguired minimum width

-sok models is 380
lclth

the tank used

u. e diagramme 8.33
’ve

conducting tests

at 1A~th Internat!onal

also discussed in CB1

determi ned
• ‘ I ’ e

wave elevation 

,Jfn 1 corresponds 
s-93cm>

in ’"-’Wever
'P<5r-l „

5 , "-trum 2

'h*t

in reduced

Towing Tank

From these

mm. This width is much less than

in our model experiments

presents the energy spectra of

from measurements of

using resistance senscrs

5m (i nto h ;
1/3

2 corresponds to

amplitudę. This

u> of the ship

is prpsented in -Fig. 8 

tests were ccnducted

Wave conditions 2 should

the

both

the

the

can

near

second type o-F

Łó =

diagramme prooves,

resonance waves.

accepted as fully

tu.de


Fig.8.33. The wave height spectra of irregular beam waves generated 
as an external disturbance during model experiments with 
the ship roli tests in the towing tank.



r ~=ponding to ccnditions of resonance waves.
eK - -=,niP‘ s roli energy spectra (obtained for the wave 

cOnrf> 4- -
41tion 1), for the ship unstabi 1 ized and stabilized by 

r, .
■~essively-control 1 ed tank are shown in fig. 8.34. Frcm 

this
-« we see. that the roli of the stabilized ship is much 

la~c
' than that o*  the unstabilized ship.

jramme

■f..
On> fig S

6 dist—

U r>e l«asi n

that

•e unstabil

ampli tudes

wave m f^o<n

(fig.8.33)

we me

analysing the method of keeping the model

' °naryf the author concluded, that an additional

■^01 ri ■
J1ng the ship’s model steady) tied at the bow and 

lnii tests (fig. 7.4). These ropes were tied at the 
ęr'd t

° the basin’5 construction. Due to

Were tied to catches placed at

„ '"brred vertically) from the model’s

'ion forces due to the ship’s vertical

r‘s» caused additional excitation of the
The

ih

during model tests, were the stay

the fact, that

cause

etern

these

certain distance

all the

and hcrizontal

influence of the additional moment

is greater when the roli amplitudes

due to

increase. The

roll is coupled with the sway mction of the ship as 

es with the yaw motion. The method of holding the ship 

stay ropes as shown (fig. 7.4) is used most freguently 
^bdel tests. Such a method allows the model to execute



scalę for the unstabilized ship (1) and ship with the 
passively-contro1led tank (2).



waves for the unstabi 1 ized ship (1) and ship with the 
passively-contro1led tank (2).
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OrnPlex motwn, similar to motion at sea in real conditions, 
but <-

-suses, bt?wever, such undesired effects as described 
above.

-urve 2 shown in -fig. 8.35 determines the probability of

~~-dir>g, of the roli amplitudes of the stabilized ship. It 

a great similarity to Rayleigh’s distributicn, which 
Oov»s the features of the ship holding method described 

z~*  The stabilized ship is characterised by lesser roli
1 i +-‘--udes in comparison with 

'San — . _
~ to lesser amplitudes cf

the unstabilized

the cou.pl ed meti on

ship. This

owever, if the cou.pled mction has lesser

■ -be effect o-F the stay ropes is also much

empl i tu.des, 

less. "r’his

cannot be easily described mathem—t i cal I ’-z. T^^^e^or0 
it < = .

~~ di-F-Ficu.lt to determire the percentage increase o-F the 
$.>r_ •

~~-3ticn moment oF the model’s roli, due to ł-he ®tav

-^hamme 8.36 shows the probability 

''''1Iized ship’s roli angles; the shi 

-«ssxvely-cortrolleć tank for the 
r- results were obtained for varxous

of exceeding of the 

p being stabilized by 

First wave condition.

Controls of the tank.
These results were obtained for different settings of 

Phediction structure FDD2. These settings differed up to 
ł007

• and morę, but as we can clearly see, the effects on 
^Ptiop exceeding are minimal. This prooves, that

- control conditions are not very

th

the

the

ri gorous and

5+actory effects can be obtained from 
s5tł- 2

'lrigs of the prediction structure (F',D,DŁ). 
h *̂ aQrammes 8.37 to 8.39 are analogical

8.36 for characteristics, obtained for

many control

to diagrammes

second

c°ndition. Ali the statements madę above are

second wave condition. The characteristics of 

'a'ilized ship (curve 1
F. ayleigh’s distributicn, while curve 2 (stabilized ship) 

''1<niiar- £f-!e distributicn. In conclusion, table 8.6 

k ~Sr>ts the level of roli reduction of the ship stabilized

fig. 8.38) differs

the

f rom

Ficu.lt


waves For the ship stabilized by passively-contro1led 
tank, obtained from rolling model tests for different 
yariants of tank contro 1.



Fig.8.37. The ship roli spectra of irregular beam waves in model 
scalę For the unstabilized ship (1) and ship with the 
passively-contro1led tank (2).



passively-controlled tank (2).



waves for the ship stabilized by passively-contro1led 
tank, obtained frorn rolling model tests for different 
variants of tank contro 1.



Table 8.6

Realization 1 • 2

Unstabi1ized ship 
0 [°]

A 1/9
13.8 15.2

Stabilized ship

Al/3
—------

5.21 5.58

*/. roli reduction A2 63.3

*•-------------- ------------------------------------------

-omputer simulat!on experiments were conducted 
UjS

®ly, than model tests in the tasin. Th i a was due to 

'sSer costs of these tests.

Computer tests, the prediction structure
'^lated based on:

1, —Ł 2
~tri-icture of the classic FDD controller,

2
s-ructure of the classic FDD controller eguipped

morę

much

was

wi th

~'rd order Butterworth’ s filter for the roli angle

^Sasurement signal, 
k 4.• svep predictor working with a Kalman -filter,

4. <=<-
'tructure of the optimal controller, from the state 

Variables (with a Kalman -filter as an estimator af state

Ve-tors of the system ship - asymmetrical moment).

on the

these experiments, it was necessary to determire 

Jence of compressibi1 i ty of the air (between
1 -uizing fluid and valves)

ta~ctiveness, as well as, to conduct quantitive 

ween the numerical calculations and physical
Tb«a .
, 1nfluence of air compressib111 ty, is d 
^tta

■'rmine experimantally, but due to the fact, that 

'asijy determined analytically (section 3.4.3) 

Qed to evaluate its influence by calculaticn.

stabi1izing 

compari son 

model1ing.

can

i t was

%r

%

^sble 8.7 shows the calculated results of statist 

acteristics of the ship’s roli ®nd 0 ) for

States, as well as, for all possible variations of 

cal

two

the
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^themati cal model. By analysing this table we conclude, 

^at allowing for air compressibi1 i ty causss a email

' -entage reduction in the roli stabi1ization. It is 
^Pcrtant that allowing -For air compressibi 1 i ty, tie do not 

flfcL-. •
~ - sny essential changes in the transitier processes.

Tak -i _
15 3.7 Parameters characterising the ship’= roli procsss 

o-F the unstabi1ized ship and the sh.io stabilized 

by the passive and paE=ively—zontrolled tanka, 

determined on the basis o*F  Computer si mu lat i on
2

(ccntrol o*  the tank using FDD structors with a. 

Butterworth Filter).

UNSTABILIZED SHI^

^ip’s
waVe PARAMETERs

h = m, T = 7.ot s h = 4. 5 m, 1 = 9.
-Peed CGURSE ANGLE of WAVŚT COURSE ^MGLE oF l*i- *Ce

--notci 30° 6OC 90° 120° 150° 30° 60° 90° 120° 150°

SHIP STABILIZED by PASSIVE TANK

7

^3
6.07 8. 02 3.63 2. 09 1. 19 10.7 15. 1 15.5 12. 1 3.26

U 1.59 2. 29 1.70 1.41 0. 87 2.72 4. 05 4.45 3.71 1.50

0
Ł, V? 2K 8.64 v> «/K 23.7 \*7•*  X

L V•*  * 2. 40 y; ■■ 5.74 v> w\

7
*.z3 2.11 3. 54 3.21 2. 07 1.24 3. 80 7.63 8. 32 6.90 2.80

$.z, 0.74 1.41 1.71 1.49 0.93 1 . 14 2. 38 2.99 2. 76 1.49

0
1 3.71 9.75

iAZ 3 1.70 3. 18
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Ship’s 
speed 

cknots3

' WAVE PARAMETERS
h = 2.5 m. T = 7. Sb s h = 4.5 m, T = 9735 s

COURSE ANGLE oT WAVE COURSE ANGLE o*  WAVE“

30° 60° 90° 120° 150° 30° 60° 90° 120° 150°

SHIP STABILIZED by PASSIVELY—CONTRDLLED TANK
'-----

WITHDUT AIR COMPRESSIBILITY

7
ł,,3 1.72 2. E6 2.36 1.83 1.05 3,00 4,47 5.48 4.81 2.01

^.3
0. 51 1.11 1.54 1.44 0. 90 0 - 79 1.53 2. 24 1.33

0
2^ \z»«j % 2. 92 K 5.84

«A 1.49 2K Ja 2. 14

ISOTHERMIC PROCESS

7

*3,3 1 . 69 2. 45 2.28 1.69 1.00 T *7.-7 4.96 5.35 4.38 1.96

$1/3 0.54 1.08 1.47 1.38 0.85 0. 29 1.64 2 ■ ó 1.27

0

*3,3 2.53 X 6. 13

Ś.„
X. 1.41 X. 2? 2.23

 ADIABATIC PROCESS

7
4*1/3 1.60 2. 48 2.28 1.73 1.01 3.09 4.92 4.98 4.41 1.98

<£
'1/3

0.51 1.04 1.47 1.39 0. 86 0.85 1.63 r1*? 2. 17 1.28

0
*3,3 2. 53 i? 5.69

^,3
V? 1.41 wA 2S 2? 2.12 i?
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The course angle o-F the wave in table 8.7, is
Cł ■ ok'rfliined in such a way, that the angle O denotes 

Fq] i . o
‘uwing seas and the angle 180 denotes head seas. Beam

are dencted by the wave uprush cf 90 .

Thrcugh well chosen Computer 

D^Iem o-F determing the type o-F 

"^-imal -For the contrcl cf the

-e easily solved. The value 
Fł-;C.

— optimai cri tar--, rin, in 
hu..

01 e 8.3 shcws the cr i ter i a -For 
s<.
'r’-,Ctur es determined -For the s

simulation experiments, the 

the prediction structure, 

passively—contrslled tank) 

ó was accepted as bei no 

experi ments.

all the types ot predictor 

atiorany ship.

T$bl
*a 8.8 Stabi1ization guality criteria o-F the ship

stabilized by the p=ssively—controlled tank -For 

di-F-Ferent types o-F prediction structures

(stationary ship, adiabatic process)

W£VE FARAMETERS
h = 2.5 m. T = 7.55 s | h = 4.5 m, T = 9.35 s

FDD2 CONTFOLLER

2.71 5.80

2
FDD CONTFOLLER with Butterwcrth’s filter

2.53 5. 69

KALMAN F'REDICTOR

2.62 6.00

OFTIMAL CONTROLLER

2.50 5.81

^'-sults achieved through simulation of the ship’s roli, 

'9 into account adiabatic changes in the air 

~ssibility process are presented. No special reasons 
i. i .
-Sken into account. and table 8.8 is representative -For

. conditions. For the model, without taking into account 

-'^pre5=i t»i 1 i ty. as well as, -For model lino isothermic 

={9s> the change tendencies o-F the criterion value
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o
,3are identical.

The effective wave ślepe spectra of irregular beam waves 
4s®d as external excitation during numerical simulation 

'sts are presented in fig. 9.40. The wave height spectra, 

not included here (as in fig. 8.33), becau.se the 

“'^ulation programmes di ci not output the wave height, but 

~r'l y the wave slope.

“afammes 9.41 to 8.46 present the results of simulatien 

■Peri^ents for wave heights of h = 2.5m. Dianramme p.ai 
1X3 ' •

"■•□ws the exceeding functicn of the ship’s roi1,obtained for

5 stationary ship. This prooves the excellent efficiency 

-De passive tank, although in this case toc, it is tc be 
S'eD, that the passively—controlled tank is superior.

The cther diagrammes show the roli spectrum furctions 

' the ustabilized ship and the ship stabilized by the 

'’Ł=Exve and passi vely-contrcl led tank.
The

" presentation of spectrum functions, not exceeding 
C'er*acteristics  was, due te the fact, that in practice the 

'-e&ding characteristics would not clearly differ from each
cther.

'^QF"ammes 8.47 to 8.52 show the results of simulation tests 
id«=>n+- •

~-ntical to the ones above, touching however higher seas, 
erat=terised by wave heights h = 4.5m. The conclusions

1/3
Wn from these tests are identical to the ones presented 

*bOVe>

5-3
Conclusi ons drawn from experiments.

The methodics and results of many years of theoretical 

e-perimental investigations on the passively-control1ed 
u*‘ stabilizing the ship's roli, as presented above, allows 

l'S 4. _ . .
answer the following two basie puestiens:

whether the control algorithm of the valves, blocking 

the natural fluid flow in the passively-control1ed 

tanK is physically realisable, in other words, whether 

it has the ability to operate in real sea conditions.

becau.se
diagramm.es


Fig.8.40. The wave slope spectra of irregular beam waves used as 
an external disturbance during numerical simulation tests 
with the ship roli moi ion.



Fig.8.41. Probability of exceeding an angle 5* in irregular beam 
waves, obtained from numerical simulation experiments for!
1 - the unstabi Iized ship,
2 - the ship stabilizcd by the passiuc tank,
3 - the ship stabilized by the pass i u* I y-contro I I ed tank.



t . " --—------
19-8.42a. The ship roli spectra of irregular beam waves, 

obtained from numerical simulation experiments for!
1 - the unstabilized ship,
2 - the ship stabilized by the passiue tani.

obtained from numerical simulation experiments for!
1 - the ship stabilized by the passiue tank,
2 - the stup stabilized by the passiuely-controlleć tank (isctheniic process),
3 - the ship stabilized by the passiuely-eentrolled tank (adiabatic precess).



10 2a
8 lrad2s]

9

l?-8.43a. The ship roli spectra of irregular beam wavesj
obtained front numerical simulation experiments for:

Ship speed - 0 kn
Sea state.‘

- 2.5 m. T = 7.55 s

1 - the ship stabilized by the passiue tank,
2 - the ship stabilized by the pass iuely-controlled tani

Hith the FDD2 centro ller.

Sj lradzs]

ship stabilized by the passively-controlled tank for 
the conditions given in Fig.8.43a:
1 - nithout conpressibi Iity o* the air, S * ijcthernic procers, 
3 - adiabatic process



ł1 *

i - Hithout cohpressibiIity cf the air, 2 - issthernic prccess, 
3 - adiabatic proctss.

f,S.8.44a. The ship roli spectra of irregular beam waues, 
obtained from numerical simulation experiments for-.
1 - the ship stabilized by the passiue tank,
2 - the st.ip stabilized by the passiuely-ccntrolled tank

with He POD contro li er and the ButterMorth‘f filter.

ship stabilized by the passively-controlled tank for
the conditions given in Fig.8.44a'.





S Iradzs]5

^•fl.tta. The ship roli spectra of irregular beam waves, 
obtained frora numer ical simulation experiments for.’

t-------- 1------- 1--------«------- 1--------1------- 1-------- 1------- r
0.50 0 75

[rsds]
------- !--------)

1.00

1 - the ship stabilized ty the psssioe tank,
2 - the ship stsbilized by the psssibely-controlled tank

Hith the optins! centro!ler snd tannn filter.

Ship speed - 0 kn
Sea state:
h,3 = 2.5 m, T = 7.55 s

Sg F.radzs]

'J.O/j.

p. ---------------------------------------
Comparison of the ship roli spectra obtained for the

‘■32.

the conditions given in Fig.8.46a:
i - Mithcut conpressibiiity of the sir, 2 - isothernic process.



Fig.8.47. Probability of exceeding an angle $ in irregular beam 
wavesj obtained from numerical simulation experiments for!
1 - the unstabilized ship,
2 - the ship stabilized by the passiue tank,
3 - the ship stabilized by the pass iue I y-contro l l ed tank.



^9-8.48a. The ship roli spectra of irregular beam waves, 
obtained from numerical simulation experiments for-.
1 - the unstabilized ship,
2 - the ship stabilized by the passiue tank.

obtained from numerical simulation experiments for:
1 - the ship stabilized by the passiwe tank,
2 - the ship stabilized bv the passiuely-cor.troIled tank (isctherHic prc-:ess),
3 - the ship stabilized by the passively-coritrolled tank Cadiatatic process).



Fig.8.49a. The ship roli spectra of irregular beam waves,
obtained froa numerical simulation experiments for!
1 - the Jhip rtabilized by the psjsioe Unit,
2 - the fhip stsbilized by the psssiuely-eontrolled tsnl

O
the FDD*  controIIer.

ship stabilized by the passively-controlled tank for 
the conditions given in Fig.8.49a:
1 - uithbut cciipressibiIity of tte sir, 2 - isothernic proceis,
? - sdisbstic procejj



fî •B.SBa. The ship roli spectra of irregular beam waves, 
ohtained front numerical simulation experiments for:
1 - the ship stsbilized by the psssiue tani,
2 - the ship stsbilized by the passiuely-controlled tani

Hith łhe PbD*  contro!ler and the Putternorth's filter

I

4S tradzsl

p. —— --- —---------
!S-8-58b. Comparison of the ship roli spectra ohtained for the

ship stabilized by the passively-controlled tank for 
the conditions given in Fig.8.50a:
1 - Hithout coHprossibilitp of the sir, 2 - isothernic process,
3 - sdisbstic process.



ł*9-8.51a, The ship roli spectra of irregular beam waves,
obtained fr-om numer i cal simulation experiments fori
1 - the Jh p stab.iiied by the passioe tani,
2 * the ship stabii.ied by the passive:ycontrol led ta.nl

Hith the n-step Kaiiian'* predictor.

p ------------------------------------------
ł9-8.51L. Comparison of the ship roli spectra obtained for the

ship stahilized by the passively-controlled tank for 
the conditions given in Fig.8.51a!
1 - without ccMpressibility of the air, £ - iscthernic process,
3 - ad i apatie process.



obtained frc-m numer i cal simulation experiaents for!
1 - the jhip itabilijed by the pajsiue tank,
2 - the sli>p jtabiiiied by the passiuely-controlled tank

Hith *he cptinal contrciler and Kainan filter.

snip stabilized by tbe passively-controlled tank for 
the conditions given in Fig.8.5Za:
1 - witheut conorcjj'biliby of the air.. £ - ijotheriiic proces?
3 - adiabatic proceis.
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(ii) — whether the use of the passively-contrcl1ed tank 

ensures greater stabilizing efficiency, campared to a 

optimaly chosen passiye tank, in other words, whether 

the use of the passively-controi 1 ed tank onbcard 

ship is justified.

A modern fishing yessel with a smali damping coefficient 

(-his yessel does not have a bildge keel), and with a 

relatively shcrt period of free roli, was used in testing 

ths passi vely-cor.trol led tank. This makes it difficult to 

E^oye the superiority o-F the passi vely—eontrolled tank in 

'-rsparison with the passi ve tank. The abcve menticned 

^©atures o-F the yessel makes easy, its effectiye 

stabi1izaticn by the passive tank, due to the relatively 

”igh amplitudes o-F stabilizing -Fluid motion, in the passive 

~«nk. This effect dces not graately influence the operative

i ciency c-F the passively—control1ed tank, as the central 

the blocking valve= decides the proper operation o-F this 
^ype c-F tank.

^Cweyer, such a choice c-F enperimental yessel was madę due 

the need to compare the operation c-F both types ot tank 

stabilizers, in conditions, decidedly fayouring the passiye 

~=nk. The other difficulty in realizing the above tests was 

necessity to control the blocking valves in model test 

Ccndi ti ons.

control o-F model tarks built in 16.3 and 28 scalę is -Far 

hbre di-F-Ficult, than in real conditions. Physical process 
ta|-e place -Far -Faster (correspcndingly 4.04 and 5.3 times) 

'han jn reaj conditions.

Construction of the blocking valves, in the case of 

^odel tanks, is different from the ones proposed for real 

conditions 1461.

^hą necessity to control these valves electrically (not 

Dneumatically>, as wel1 as the necessity to have very much 

shorter opening and closing times of the blocking valves, 

'e'Jsed inaccuracy in the stabilizing fluid’s blockage
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control.

The above mentioned problems caused the decrease in the 

eTfjCiency of the passively-controlled tank’5 cperation 

aurjng model tests, and it’s not possible to correctly 

^etermine the decrease analytically.

Zn real condittons ćfull scaleń, the measzirement — 

contrcd algorithm. loop tiiw is 0.25 seconds. During bench 

^sts, the loop time was 0.06 seconds and dur-ing tests on 

Pn\istcal model, this time was 0.04 seconds. This proones the 

S^eat difficulties in controlling and building the 

P^siuely-control led tank modele.

Computer and physical simulations of the stabi1iz=ticn 
sVstem using the passively-controlled tank, are the last 

s-agss of this research study and verification of the 

c~Perative possibilities of the p”"cposed sduticn.

The passively—controlled tank is -Far morę effective in 
s*abilizing  the ship’s roli in regular and irregular waves, 

łri comparison with the optimally tuned passive tank. This 

ts confirmed in this study, prasenting rasults of 

''Periments. A great adventage of the passively—cortrolled 
^=nk i5 -the faqt, that it stabilizes the ship’s roli in the 

rangę of possible f requenci es. There-Fore, this tank does 
r'°^ cause destabi 1 ization, which is a great de-Fect ot the 

^assive tank.

The influence of air compressibility was examined only 
^Uring Computer simulations. The stabilizing mement, 

^Herated by the tank, is decreased when air compressibi1 i ty 

's taken into account, especially during regular excitation.

ring irregular exci tation, this does not cause any 

Sential changes in the value of , as well as in the
Eh
~rgy spectra of the stabilized ship. The greatest less of 

e stabilizing moment, due to air compressibility, was 
Obc

-erved in the near resor.ance band. In the rangę of Iow and 
hi c l

=jn freguencies of regular excitation, the air 
'rnPk'OĘcihili^’v hoc Tesse*̂  ir'_r 1 ue^cs.



^his can be enplained by analysing the characteristics shown 

*n fig. 8.8 to 8.19. During Iow and high frequencies, the 

Pas=ively-control1ed tank, operates with relatively smali 

®ngies of the stabilizing fluid’s motion, and the less in 

^he tank’s moment due to ccmpression (decompression) is 

Smali. In reguł ar excitation, by near rescnance waves, the 

Passively—controlled tank operates with greater angles of 
the stabilizing fluid’s motion . Therefore, the decrease of 

'-e tank’s moment is much larger.

An attempt at finding the most effective control 
-Igorithm for the passively—control1ed tank, was madę during 

mulat i on experiments or- the irregular wave. The results o-*
'■^ese tests shown in table S.S proove, that the problem cf 

Ptscosing the regulator (predicticn structure) is not easily 

~~lved. It appears, that all the proposed algorith^s 

-• — "t i C 3.1 1 \z QŻVe V£1 LIS 1 C?w°r Wć?V9c
A1Z3

manimum difference is 8%, for higher waves — 5.SX).

This is due to proper predicticn structures and their 

~-efficients, as well as, due to the specifics cf the system 

s in _ pa=sively—control1ed tank. The algcrithm, simple in 

9s-lisation Calgorithm FDD and FDD with Eutterworth’s 

-Iter) ensures proper stabi1izaticn, but is, however, very 

Sehsitive to changes in natural freguencies, and in the 

Ship’s roli damping, during the ship’s operation.

Cfnplicated algorithms, based on optimal filtration are morę 

*fficult in realisation, but are less sensitive to 

^Sasurement noises and are self-tuning.

The next important problem is the inter—relation between 
rSsults, obtained from model tests a.nd results obtained from 

"Pniputer simulations.
Fi1,3. 8.31 and 8.32 show the comparison of the abov=
^'^tioned results. The results obtained for the passive tank 

very compatible (better than 107.) . Such compariscn for 
th' 19 passively—control1ed tank, does not show such 
''Pnipati bi 1 i ty, but due to difficulties in conducting these 

"';Periments on scalę model s the compat i hi 11 ty achieved 
^9tter than 227.) is sati sf actory •
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the case of irregular waves, it is difficult to talk 

sbout result comparison, because the excitation (as 

^escribed earlier) during model tests was not similar to 

e:<citation during Computer simulaticn. The analysis of 

~hip’s roli reduction in both the above mentioned cases 

9ives a certain possibility of comparison.

According to tables 8.6 and 8.7, the efficiency of the 

P®ssively—controlled tank -For the staticnary ship, when 

h1^3= 2-5m iS!

" for model tests — 62.27,

" for Computer sisnulaticns — 69.27. (the average from 

table 8.7).
^herefore, the results cbtained frcm tests conducted 

5ccording to the two test methods, are practically the same, 

‘bis allows us to assume, that the numerical simulation and 

^bysi^ai modelling were carried out properly.

The discussion above, and the presented results, allcw 

'-ts to certify, that the testing ox the system ship — 

^®ssively—control1ed tank was carried out properly and the 

^cbieved results are correct.



Chapter 9

CDNCLUSI0N5 AND FINAŁ REMARKS.

The presented thesis i s an attempt to completely solve 

the problems ccnnected with the application of 

Passively-controlled tanks in stabilizing the ship’s roli 

mction. World literaturę, gives us only fragments of 

information, published by producers of such eguipment. There 

lS no complete study of this theme as yet.

This study examines a prcposed mathematical model which 

-sscribes the dynamie system ship — passively—controlled 

tank (Chapter 3). The system’s mathemati sal model, other 

tb.an the dynamie relations, analyzes phenomena of the air 

PCmpressibility in the tank, when the valves are closed. The 

~ort“-ol deseription of the tank is an integral part of the 

^athematical model. This problem is described in chapter 5, 

Jh which we analyzed a rangę of contrcl algorithms of the 

f>assively—controlled tank, which are physically realizable.

Chapter 7 contains a proposition of new methedies for the 

-~nch tests of passively-controlled tanks, as wel1 as a

^ethod for Processing the results obtained in this way. The 

Materiał in this chapter is especially useful, because the 

Proposed methodics ensures possibility of directly comparing 

the test results of this tank with the results obtained from 

tpaditional testing of the passive tank.

^tapter 8 includes the results of al 1 tests (computer 

simulation and model tests). Results obtained from both 
tssts methods were found to be ccmparable.

This study demanded the solution of a rangę of problems 

ln the field of the automatic control theory (for fluid flow 

k^Ockage), and certain hydrodynamical problems which are 

Cc,nnected with the operation of the passively-control led 
tank.

The materiał presented in this study, solves the 

-ynthesis of the system ship — passively-controlled tank in 

Satisfactory way. Certain difficulties were found in 

ytical 1 y determining the conditions of system stability.

problem was solved in chapter •£, through analysis of 
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the technical possibi1 ities in ensuring the system’s stable 

^Psrsti on.

The analysis oF the materiał contained in the study 

^theory and results oF tests), allows us to Formulate the 

Fol i cwi ng conclusions about the operation oF the

Psssively—control1ed tank.

The me.ir edvantages c-F the passively-aontrolled tank, as a 

ship’= roli stabilizer, in comparison with the passive tank 

(cpt i mai 1 / designed) are:

greete*' - eF-^ecti veness oF roli stabi1ization "For the same 

wave slope canacity,

lesse— ^eduction oF the ship’s initial metacentric hsight- 

thsreFore, the passively—controlled tank can be used in 

wide ran^e oF diFFerent loading conditions oF the ship.

possibility z-F aliminating the free surFace eFFezt in the 

case o- any dangerous situation,

possibility c-F the contrcl algorithm to sel-F tune

changing e::terna.l disturbances and to di-F-Ferent

Possibility o-F using the passively—control1ed tank in

®nti—heeling operations.

These conclusions show us that the passively-control1ed 

~Qnk is a particularly use-Ful ship’s roli stabilizer For 
s^ips with changing (through a wide rangę) loading 

tonditions.

It is necessary to emphasize the value oF the presented 
^-thodics oF system synthesis, due to the possibility oF its 

practical application. A whole Family oF digital simulators 

i o-F the eFFects oF 

illed and passi ve 

A wide rangę oF 

results, oF model 

(passive and

w^ich make possible 

'h|9 installation oF

1 ven

programmes

the

the

used in analyzirg the

separated
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The methodics deseribed in thts study was used b\i the 

author practtcally £n the shtpyard. Compartson projects, 

Xi>hich had as their aim the determinatton of the

• Posstbtlittes of shtp's roli stabiltzatton, using

P<zsstvely-control led or passtue tanhs, were carried out for 

Ihree spec taltzed shtps butlt by the Szczecin Shtpyard. In 

cases Ca passenger-ear ferry and geophystaal shipj> tt 

^czs deatded to use passiue s tab t l isers with control elements 

Cblccktng ualues so as to gutckly eltminate, the free 

s'crfaae effect in case of any dangerous st t uationJ. In the

Ihtrd case, inspite of the dectdedly bet ter efficiency of 

passiuely-eontrolled tank Cachieued through Computer 

cided anatysts?, tt was dectded not to use thts type of tank 

°niy due to the fact, that the stabiltzing fluid was to be 

f^&l. In the case of the appltcatton of fuel as a 

slcibi liztng fluid, the electrtcal measurement system of the 

fluid motzon could not fcs used.

^&veral prcblems connected with the theme o-F this study was 

Cr!ly signalized or ignered (as being out o-F the study’s 

Co»npetancy) .

The -Following important problems were omitted.

Synthesis of the special algorithms of control with 

self—tuning to changing external disturbances, as well as 

to changing dynamie parameters of the ship; during the 

realization of this study tests were conducted for one 

chosen loading condition of ship; the change of external 

conditions caused the long rangę search for optimal 

(suboptima.1) settings of the regulator. This shows the 

necessity for controlling the adaptation.

• Elabo»-ation of the monitoring algorithms and accident 

blockade algorithms and analysis of all dangerous 

Situati ans.
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Appendix 1

Eguations of roli about the -Fiwed axis, -for a ship with a

U-tu.be tank C651.

The set of differential eguation (3.13) was derided by 

using a method almost identical to that given in C55J.

Only the angle of the stabilizing liguid effective ślepe 

was introduced instead c-f the coordinate of the 

(instantaneeus) wat er level position in the wing section of 

a tank z.

The visccsity coupling between stabilizing liquid and 

the ship was neglected.

The natural frequency o-f the tank is expressed as:

(Al.1'

where 1^ is the reduced tank length:

1 t
1
2

1

A

Ad )
dl

T (Al.2)

where:

1
T — the length o-f the center linę o-f the tank,

A
V — the cross sectional area o-f a wing section o-f the

tank,

A(1 >T — the local sectional area, meas;ured perpendicialar to

the center linę.

The inertia coupling coefficient is expressed by the 

formuł a:

s = - ft*  (Al.3)
—°T

in which 2b denotes the distance between free surface 
T

c9nters in wing sections o-f the tank (Fig.3.31, and



Al-2

t? = jr sin (r, d?) dlT 

1J
T

(Al.4)

where:

r — the distance of the center linę element dl frcm
T

the axis o-f rctatian o-f the ship,
< £r’ J ~ -^e angle between the radius r and the

ccrrespnnding tangent to the center linę.

ezpressed ty

where:

r = It^-

AGM ASM
(Al.5)

etatic surface moment relative to the axis c-f rotaticn

of the ship.

& — ship displacement including weight o-f 

liquid in the tank,

GM — metacentric height of the ship

the stabilizin*-

wi th

etabilizing liquid in the tank.

The particular sclutions of the eguations (3.13) are:

<i> = d> sin (w t - e .) 
a e <(>

Q = $ sin (co t —A E i?

where:

£ = a.r<ztQ ------------------------
A C - B D 

0 0 0 0

(Al.6)

(Al.7)

(Al.8)

(Al.9)

fAl.10)
A
id = cx co. ------------
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ship roli ef -f ect

Solutions o-f ths set of epuations (3.14)

A
sin Ico t

l E

A
sin fco t

l E

(Al.12)

(Al.13)

+ D

AC - B D o o o o

(Al.14)

TT

0



Al—4

(Al.15'

AC - B D, i o i oarctg ------------------;-----
B C + A D to i o

(Al.17)

and the di -F-f e^ences cf the above are:

to 
E

B



Appendi x 2

The appro::imate estimeticn o-f certain parameters cf the 

matheniat i cal model of the system ship — passi vel y—contrcl 1 ed 

tank.

The mathemati cal model of the system ship — passively— 

Centralled tank was presented in chapter 3. The problem o-f 

identifying the coefficierts of the model; (3.13) and (3.la? 

was sclved m chapters 3 and 7. But scmetimes in the initial 

design stage of the tank it is helpfuli to use approximate 

v=lues. It is known that the non—dimensiona1 coefficient cf 

damping o-f the -fluid motion in the tank can be obtained by 

medal tests The free sur-face correction -facto^" r can be 

calculated from the eytpression (Al.5). The other two 

cosfficients (s and có. ) can be estimated ou-i^e a^c^a* 53! v i?o -> — z
(sbcut 20*1)  from the empirical forraulas.

In the author’s cpinicn a morę accurate value can be 

obtained using the method desenibed in 113.

This methed is based on the following nctations 

(fig. A2.1).

The natural freguency of the tank is 

the expression (Al.l). The parameter 1 can
T

-alculated from the formula:

T

Dr accurately using (Al.2).

The inertia coupling coefficient s is 

the formulas (Al.3) and (Al.4). Coefficient 

determined approximately from the expression:

s = -(a + d ) (A2.2)
T T

determined from 

be approKimately

(A2.1)

determined from 

s can also he




